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We study Anosov representations whose limit set has intermediate regularity, namely
is a Lipschitz submanifold of a flag manifold. We introduce an explicit linear
functional, the unstable Jacobian, whose orbit growth rate is integral on this class of
representations. We prove that many interesting higher-rank representations, including
‚–positive representations, belong to this class, and establish several applications to
rigidity results on the orbit growth rate in the symmetric space.
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1 Introduction

Let Γ� PGLd .R/ be a discrete subgroup. Following Guivarc’h, Benoist [4] has shown
that if Γ contains a proximal element and acts irreducibly on Rd then its action on
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projective space P .Rd / has a smallest closed invariant set. This is usually called
Benoist’s limit set or simply the limit set of Γ on P .Rd / and denoted by LΓ.

In contrast with the negatively curved situation, the limit set of a subgroup Γ whose
Zariski closure has rank � 2 need not be a fractal object. Examples of infinite covolume
Zariski-dense groups whose limit set is a proper C1–submanifold arise in the study
of strictly convex divisible sets (see Benoist [5]) and of Hitchin representations (see
Labourie [35]). Lately, more examples of subgroups with this property were found by
Pozzetti, Sambarino and Wienhard [39] and Zhang and Zimmer [48].

Intermediate phenomena also occur. For example, the limit set of the direct sum
.�; �/ W �1S ! PSL2.R/� PSL2.R/ of the holonomies of two hyperbolizations of a
closed topological surface S is a Lipschitz circle that is never a C1–submanifold of
the product S1 �S1 D G=B unless the two hyperbolizations are conjugated. Lipschitz
limit sets more generally occur for maximal representations (see Burger, Iozzi and
Wienhard [12]), Quasi-Fuchsian AdS representations (see Barbot and Mérigot [3]), and
Hp;q–convex–cocompact representations; see Danciger, Guéritaud and Kassel [16].

We provide the first systematic investigation of this intermediate phenomenon — its
main object are discrete groups whose limit set is a Lipschitz manifold. We will
restrict our investigation to the class of Anosov subgroups, a robust and rich class
of strongly undistorted subgroups of semisimple Lie groups; see Section 2.2 for the
precise definition.

For discrete subgroups Γ of SO.1; n/, Sullivan [46] established a beautiful relation
between a geometric invariant of the limit set LΓ, its Hausdorff dimension, and a
dynamical invariant for the action of Γ on the symmetric space Hn, the orbit growth rate.
This was further used by Bowen [7] to prove a strong rigidity result: for fundamental
groups of surfaces acting on H3, the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set is minimal
if and only if the limit set is C1 and Γ preserves a totally geodesic copy of H2 on
which it acts cocompactly. When G has higher rank, the situation is more complicated
as one can additionally consider orbit growth rates with respect to different linear
functionals ' (as in, for example, Quint [41]). It is a challenging problem to understand
which functionals ' have orbit growth rate that carries geometric information on the
group Γ or on its limit set LΓ.

Our main contribution is to single out an explicit linear functional, the unstable Jacobian,
whose critical exponent is integral on Anosov subgroups whose limit set is a Lipschitz
submanifold. In order to prove this we import ideas from nonconformal dynamics,
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such as the study of the affinity exponent, to the setting of Anosov groups, and use
the Anosov property, together with ideas from geometric group theory, to establish
a strengthening of the theory of Patterson–Sullivan densities developed by Quint;
these two results are of independent interest. We then showcase the strength of our
main result by applying it to several well-studied classes of representations: maximal
representations, Hp;q–convex–cocompact subgroups and ‚–positive representations.

The unstable Jacobian and the affinity exponent

We now introduce some notation useful to explain more precisely our results. We
denote by

ED

�
aD .a1; : : : ; ad / 2Rd

ˇ̌̌X
i

ai D 0

�
the Cartan subspace of the Lie group PGLd .R/, by

ai .a/D ai � aiC1

the i th simple root and by EC�E the Weyl chamber whose associated set of simple roots
is…Dfai W i 2 ŒŒ1; d�1��g. Let a WPGLd .R/!EC be the Cartan projection with respect
to the choice of a scalar product � . Concretely, a.g/ D .log �1.g/; : : : ; log �d .g//,
where the �i .g/ denote the singular values of the matrix g, the square roots of the
eigenvalues of the matrix gg�, where g� is the adjoint operator of g with respect to � .

Given a discrete subgroup Γ< PGLd .R/, the critical exponent of a linear form ' 2 E�,
denoted by hΓ.'/, is defined as

hΓ.'/ WD lim
T!1

log #f 2 Γ j '.a.// < T g
T

:

We introduce the pth unstable Jacobian Jup 2 E
�, defined by

Jup D .pC 1/!a1 �!apC1 ;

where !ap .a/D
Pp
1 ai is the fundamental weight relative to the pth simple root ap.

Our main result is:

Theorem A Let Γ< PSLd .R/ be a strongly irreducible , projective Anosov subgroup
whose limit set LΓ < P .Rd / is a Lipschitz submanifold of dimension p. Then

hΓ.J
u
p/D 1:

If p D 1 the same holds , replacing strong irreducibility with weak irreducibility.1

1We say that a subgroup Γ< PSLd .R/ is weakly irreducible if the vector space span.LΓ/ is Rd .
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A similar result was proven, in the context of fundamental groups of compact strictly
convex projective manifolds, by Potrie and Sambarino [38, Theorem B]; our approach
is entirely different and, since we require less regularity, its scope of application is con-
siderably broader. Note that, up to postcomposing with a suitable linear representation,
any Anosov representation can be turned into a projective Anosov representation.

We prove the two inequalities in Theorem A as corollaries of two different results
that are applicable in more general settings. We focus first on the lower bound on the
critical exponent (Corollary 1.1) that follows from a general result on the Hausdorff
dimension of limit sets (of projective Anosov representations).

An important step in the proof is the study, in the context of Anosov representations,
of the affinity exponent, a key notion from nonconformal dynamics that first appeared
in Kaplan and Yorke [31] and Douady and Oesterlé [19], and played a prominent role
in Falconer’s work [21]. More specifically, for a discrete subgroup Γ< PSLd .R/, we
consider the piecewise Dirichlet series defined, for p 2N and s 2 Œp� 1; p�, by

ˆAff
Γ .s/D

X
2Γ

�
�2

�1
./ � � �

�p

�1
./

��
�pC1

�1
./

�s�.p�1/
:

The affinity exponent is the critical exponent of this series:

hAffΓ WD inffs WˆAff
Γ .s/ <1gD supfs WˆAff

Γ .s/D1g 2 .0;1�:

Our second main result is (see Section 3 for a statement for arbitrary local fields):

Theorem B Let Γ< PGLd .R/ be projective Anosov, then

dimHff.LΓ/� h
Aff
Γ :

It is easy to deduce from Theorem B relations between the Hausdorff dimension of
the limit set of a projective Anosov subgroup and the orbit growth rate with respect to
explicit linear functionals on the Weyl chamber. Since the quantity hΓ.Jup/ appearing
in Theorem A is also the critical exponent of the Dirichlet series

s 7!
X
2Γ

�
�1 � � � �pC1

�
pC1
1

./

�s
;

we get:

Corollary 1.1 Let Γ< PGLd .R/ be projective Anosov and assume furthermore that
dimHff.LΓ//� p. Then

dimHff.LΓ/� phΓ.J
u
p/:
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Observe that Ju1Da1 and thus, whenever dimHff.LΓ/�1, we obtain as a consequence the
results of Glorieux, Monclair and Tholozan [25, Theorem 4.1] and Pozzetti, Sambarino
and Wienhard [39, Proposition 4.1].

Existence of Patterson–Sullivan measures

The second inequality in Theorem A follows from an improvement on a result by Quint
[42, théorème 8.1] concerning the relation between critical exponents and the existence
of .Γ; '/–Patterson–Sullivan measures.

Given a set‚�… of simple roots, we denote by F‚ the associated partial flag manifold,
which consists of the space of flags of subspaces of dimension indexed by ‚. We
denote by E‚ the Levi subspace of E defined by

E‚ D
\
p…‚

ker ap:

The restrictions of the fundamental weights f!ap jE‚ W p 2 ‚g span its dual .E‚/�.
Using the Iwasawa decomposition of PGLd .R/, Quint introduced an Iwasawa cocycle

b‚ W PGLd .R/�F‚! E‚

that is the higher-rank analog of the more-studied Busemann cocycle in negative
curvature; see Quint [42, lemme 6.6] and Section 5.3 for the precise definition. With
this notation at hand we can recall the definition of a .Γ; '/–Patterson–Sullivan measure
from [42]:

Definition 1.2 Given a discrete subgroup Γ < PGLd .R/ and ' 2 .E‚/�, a .Γ; '/–
Patterson–Sullivan measure on F‚ is a finite Radon measure� such that, for every g2Γ,

dg��

d�
.x/D e�'.b‚.g

�1;x//:

Inspired by a classical result by Sullivan [46], Quint shows [42, théorème 8.1] that the
existence of a .Γ; '/–Patterson–Sullivan measure on F‚ gives an upper bound on a
related critical exponent

(1-1) hΓ.'C ��c /� 1:

Here ��c is an explicit linear functional which is positive on the interior of the Weyl
chamber and accounts for the possible growth along the fibers of the projection
F� ! F‚ [42, lemme 8.3]. In general, hΓ.' C ��c / < hΓ.'/, and thus Quint’s
result is not sharp enough for our purposes.
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Using ideas from geometric group theory we show that, provided the group Γ is Anosov
with respect to one of the roots in ‚, there is no contribution from the fibers.

Given‚�…, define i‚Dfd�p Wp2‚g. Two points .x; y/2F‚�Fi‚ are transverse
if, for every p 2‚, one has that xp \yd�p D f0g. A complementary subspace of F‚
is a subset of F‚ of the form

fx 2 F‚ W x is not transverse to y0g

for a given y0 2 Fi‚. If ‚0 � ‚ then we let �‚;‚0 W F‚ ! F‚0 be the canonical
projection.

Theorem C Let Γ< PGLd .R/ be projective Anosov and consider ‚�… such that
a1 2‚. Let ' 2 .E‚/�. If there exists a .Γ; '/–Patterson–Sullivan measure on F‚ with
support on ��1‚;a1.LΓ/ and not contained on a complementary subspace , then

hΓ.'/� 1:

We refer the reader to Section 5 and Theorem 5.14 for a version of Theorem C where
the target group is an arbitrary semisimple group over a local field.

We provide the link between Theorems C and A in Section 6, where we establish that,
if Γ < PSLd .R/ is a projective Anosov subgroup whose limit set LΓ is a Lipschitz
submanifold of dimension p, then there exists a .Γ; Jup/–Patterson–Sullivan measure on
Ffa1;apg. In fact we explicitly construct such a measure using Rademacher’s theorem
and an explicit volume form on the almost everywhere defined tangent space to LΓ

(Proposition 6.4).

Example 1.3 If � W �1S ! PSp.4;R/ is a maximal representation (see Section 9 for
the definition), the combination of Theorems B and C gives h�.�1S/.a2/D 1, while
Quint’s result (1-1) becomes h�.�1S/.!a2/ � 1. This latter inequality is implied by
the former equality, and often far from being sharp: one can find representations � for
which h�.�1S/.!a2/ is arbitrarily small.

Theorem C is complementary to (and independent from) the Patterson–Sullivan theory
for Anosov representations developed by Dey and Kapovich [18]. They only consider
Patterson–Sullivan densities with respect to functionals ' that, as opposed to the
unstable Jacobian, belong to .E� /�, where the representation is assumed to be Anosov
with respect to all elements of � , and induce Finsler distances on the symmetric space;
see also Ledrappier [36] for a different approach yielding similar results. A drawback of
their approach is that they can only relate the critical exponent with a premetric induced
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from a Finsler distance on the symmetric space that is hard to compute. In contrast, we
begin with a natural measure, supported on the limit set, which belongs to the Lebesgue
measure class, find a suitable functional, the unstable Jacobian, turning the measure
into a Patterson–Sullivan measure, and deduce from this geometric properties of the
action of Γ on the symmetric space.

Intermediate regularity and C1–dichotomy

The class of Anosov subgroups with Lipschitz limit sets is very rich, and includes the
images of many well-studied classes of representations, such as maximal representations
(see Burger, Iozzi and Wienhard [12] and Section 9), quasi-Fuchsian AdS representa-
tions (see Barbot and Mérigot [3]) and Hp;q–convex–cocompact representations (see
Danciger, Guéritaud and Kassel [16] and Section 8).

As another contribution of independent interest, we show that‚–positive representations
of fundamental groups of surfaces in SO.p; q/ (see Guichard and Wienhard [27])
yield subgroups with this property. We refer the reader to Section 10 for the precise
definition of ‚–positive representations. We will only2 consider here the ‚–positive
representations that are furthermore ‚–Anosov for ‚D fa1; : : : ; ap�1g. As a result,
for each k 2‚, they admit a boundary map �k W @Γ! Isk.R

p;q/ parametrizing the limit
set in the Grassmannian of k–dimensional isotropic subspaces. In Section 10 we prove:

Theorem D Let � W Γ! SO.p; q/ be a ‚–Anosov representation that is ‚–positive.
Then the images of the boundary maps �k W @Γ! Isk.R

p;q/ are C1–submanifolds for
each 1� k < p� 1; moreover �p�1.@Γ/ is Lipschitz.

We will prove the parts of Theorem D separately, in Corollary 10.4 and Proposition 10.5,
respectively.

At least for representations of fundamental groups of surfaces, the regularity of the limit
set on a given (maximal) flag space seems to be related to the position of the associated
root among the Anosov roots. By definition, a simple root is an Anosov root (for a
subgroup Γ) if its kernel intersects trivially the limit cone LΓ of Γ. Among such roots
one can consider the internal (every neighboring root in the Dynkin diagram is also an
Anosov root) or boundary (connected to a root that nontrivially intersects LΓ) roots.
For example, for a ‚–positive representation in SO.p; q/, the roots fa1; : : : ; ap�2g are
internal while ap�1 is the only boundary root.

2Guichard, Labourie and Wienhard announced that all ‚–positive representations are ‚–Anosov, so this
should not pose any restriction.
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The intermediate regularity (Lipschitz but not C1) of limit sets for surface groups seems
only to occur for boundary roots. For internal roots, we can prove a C1–dichotomy,
ruling out intermediate regularity in several interesting cases. More specifically we
consider fundamental groups Γ of compact surfaces and study small deformations of
representations of the form

Γ! PSL2.R/
R
�! PSLd .R/

that are fa1; a2g–Anosov (this latter assumption can be rephrased as a proximality
assumption on the linear representation R). For any such representation we have
an explicit dichotomy: the associated limit set is either C1 or not even Lipschitz
(Corollary 7.8). We refer the reader to Section 7 for the precise statement of the
dichotomy.

Entropy rigidity results

We conclude the introduction by discussing three well-studied classes of representations
to which Theorem A applies. Interestingly, in all these cases, the mere information
on the critical exponent of the unstable Jacobian provided by Theorem A allows us to
obtain a sharp upper bound on the critical exponent for the action on the symmetric
space endowed with the Riemannian distance function. In the case of ‚–positive
representations this is even sufficient to prove that the bound is rigid: it is attained
only on the specific Fuchsian locus, the generalization, in our setting, of Bowen’s
aforementioned result.

Maximal representations

Maximal representations are well-studied representations of fundamental groups of
surfaces in Hermitian Lie groups GR that were introduced by Burger, Iozzi and
Wienhard [12] through a cohomological invariant, the Toledo invariant. For these
representations Theorem A applies, and gives:

Theorem 1.4 Let GR be a classical simple Hermitian Lie group of tube type. Let
� W Γ! GR be a maximal representation , and let La denote the root associated to the
stabilizer of a point in the Shilov boundary of GR. Then h�.La/D 1.

Concretely, in the case GR 2 fSp.2p;R/; SU.p; p/; SO
�.4p/g, the root La computes the

logarithm of the square of the middle eigenvalue, while for GD SO0.2; p/ the root La
is the first root, computing the logarithm of the first eigenvalue gap.

Geometry & Topology, Volume 27 (2023)
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Theorem 1.4 also holds for the exceptional Hermitian Lie group of tube type if the
representation is Zariski-dense, and we expect it to hold unconditionally. We refer
the reader to Section 9 for a slightly more general statement, further explanations and
consequences, in particular concerning a sharp upper bound on the exponential orbit
growth rate for the action on the symmetric space (see Proposition 9.9).

Hp;q–convex–cocompact representations

Generalizing work of Mess [37] and Barbot and Mérigot [3], Danciger, Guéritaud
and Kassel [16] introduced a class of representations called Hp;q–convex–cocompact.
Here Hp;q is the pseudo-Riemannian hyperbolic space, consisting of negative lines in
P .Rd / for a fixed nondegenerate form Q of signature .p; qC 1/. It follows then from
[16, Theorem 1.11] that a projective Anosov subgroup Γ< PO.Q/D PO.p; qC 1/ is
Hp;q–convex–cocompact if, for every pairwise distinct triple of points x; y; z 2 LΓ, the
restriction Qjhx;y;zi has signature .2; 1/.

Consider a representationƒ WPO.p; 1/!PO.p; qC1/whose image stabilizes a .pC1/–
dimensional subspace V of Rd , whereQjV has signature .p; 1/. Endow the symmetric
space Xp;qC1 with the PO.p; qC1/–invariant Riemannian metric normalized so that
the totally geodesic copy of Hp in Xp;qC1 stabilized by ƒ has constant curvature �1.

Definition 1.5 For a subgroup Γ< SO.p; qC1/ and x0 2Xp;qC1, denote by hXp;qC1�

the critical exponent of the Dirichlet series

s 7!
X
2Γ

e�sd.x0;�./x0/:

We have the upper bound:

Proposition 1.6 Assume that @Γ is homeomorphic to a .p�1/–dimensional sphere ,
and let Γ< PO.p; qC 1/ be strongly irreducible and Hp;q–convex–cocompact. Then

h
Xp;qC1
� � p� 1:

We expect this upper bound to be rigid, namely the upper bound should only be attained
at an inclusion of a cocompact lattice in PO.p; 1/ preserving a totally geodesic copy
of Hp of the type induced by ƒ. However, only the case p D 2 is known; see Collier,
Tholozan and Toulisse [15].

Section 8 contains more information on Hp;q–convex–cocompact representations. In
particular the relation with recent work by Glorieux and Monclair [24].
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‚–positive representations

Thanks to Theorem D, Theorem A also applies to ‚–positive representations of funda-
mental groups of surfaces in SO.p; q/ and gives:

Corollary 1.7 Let � W Γ! SO.p; q/ be a ‚–Anosov representation that is ‚–positive
and weakly irreducible. Then h�.ak/D 1 for every k � p� 1.

Inspired by Potrie and Sambarino [38], we deduce from Corollary 1.7 a rigid upper
bound for the critical exponent of the action of a positive representation on the Rie-
mannian symmetric space Xp;q (see Theorem 10.7). More precisely, we now normalize
the SO.p; q/–invariant Riemannian metric on Xp;q so that the totally geodesic copy
of H2 induced by the representation ƒ W SL2.R/! SO.p; q/ that stabilizes a subspace
of Rd of signature .p; p � 1/ has constant curvature �1. We consider the critical
exponent in Definition 1.5 with this normalization of distance.

Theorem 1.8 Let Γ be the fundamental group of a surface and let � W Γ! SO.p; q/ be
‚–positive. Then the critical exponent with respect to the Riemannian metric satisfies

h
Xp;q
� � 1:

Furthermore , if equality is achieved at a totally reducible representation �, then � splits
asW ˚V ,W has signature .p; p�1/, �jW has Zariski closure the irreducible PO.2; 1/

in PO.p; p� 1/, and �jV lies in a compact group.

New arguments are needed with respect to [38], since the Anosov–Levi space of a
‚–positive representation has codimension one (instead of 0, which is the case treated
in [38]); see Section 10.

Plan of the paper

In Section 2 we introduce some required preliminaries, and recall some needed results
from Bochi, Potrie and Sambarino [6] and Pozzetti, Sambarino and Wienhard [39].
Section 3 deals with the affinity exponent and Hausdorff dimension for Anosov repre-
sentations, and in it we prove Theorem B for any local field. Section 4 is a reminder
of (more or less) standard definitions on semisimple algebraic groups over a local
field. In Section 5 we recall objects from higher-rank Patterson–Sullivan theory and
in Section 5.3 we prove Theorem 5.14 (a broader version of Theorem C). Section 6
completes the proof of Theorem A. The remaining sections deal with the applications
of this result discussed in the introduction.
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2 Preliminaries

We recall in this section the notions we will need concerning Anosov representations
and cone types. We refer the reader to [6; 39] for more details.

Throughout the paper K will denote a local field with absolute value k � kWK!RC. If
K is non-Archimedean, we require that j!j D 1=q where ! denotes the uniformizing
element, namely a generator of the maximal ideal of the valuation ring O, and q is the
cardinality of the residue field O=!O (this is finite because K is, by assumption, local).
This guarantees that the Hausdorff dimension of P1.K/ equals 1.

2.1 Singular values and Anosov representations into PGLd.VK/

A K–norm k � k on a K vector space VK induces a norm on every exterior power of V ;
the angle between two vectors †.v; w/ is the unique number in Œ0; �� such that

sin†.v; w/ WD
kv^wk

kvkkwk
:

Given two points Œv�; Œw� 2 P .V /, we define their distance as

d.Œv�; Œw�/ WD sin†.v; w/;

and, given any two subspaces P;Q < V , we define their minimal angle as

†.P;Q/D min
v2Pnf0g

min
w2Qnf0g

†.v; w/:

Geometry & Topology, Volume 27 (2023)
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An element a 2 GL.VK/ is a semihomothecy (for a norm k � k) if there exists an a–
invariant K–orthogonal3 decomposition V D V1˚� � �˚Vk and �1; : : : ; �k 2RC such
that, for every i 2 ŒŒ1; k�� and every vi 2 Vi ,

kavik D �ikvik:

The numbers �i are called the ratios of the semihomothecy a.

Following Quint [40, théorème 6.1], we fix a maximal abelian subgroup of diagonal-
izable matrices A� GL.VK/, a compact subgroup K � GL.VK/ such that if N is the
normalizer of A in GL.VK/ thenN D .N \K/A, and a K–norm k � k on V preserved by
K and such that A acts on V by semihomothecies. Let e1˚ � � �˚ ed be the eigenlines
of A (here d D dimV ) and choose the Weyl chamber AC consisting of those elements
a 2 A whose corresponding semihomothecy ratios verify �1.a/� � � � � �d .a/.

For every g 2 GL.VK/ we choose a Cartan decomposition g D kgag lg with ag in AC

and kg ; lg 2K, and denote by

�1.g/� �2.g/� � � � � �d .g/

the semihomothecy ratios of the Cartan projection ag 2 AC (these do not depend on
the choice of the Cartan decomposition once K and k � k are fixed). In order to simplify
notation we will often write .�i=�j /.g/D �i .g/=�j .g/.

We define, for p 2 ŒŒ1; d � 1��,

up.g/D kg � ep 2 V:

The set fup.g/ W p 2 ŒŒ1; d � 1��g is an arbitrary orthogonal choice of the axes (ordered
in decreasing length) of the ellipsoid fAv W kvk D 1g, and, by construction, for every
v 2 g�1up.g/ one has kgvk D �p.g/kvk. Let

Up.g/D u1.g/˚ � � �˚up.g/D kg � .e1˚ � � �˚ ep/:

If g is such that �p.g/ > �pC1.g/, then we say that g has a gap of index p. In that
case the decomposition

Ud�p.g
�1/˚g�1.Up.g//

is orthogonal (see [39, Remark 2.4]) and, if K is Archimedean, the p–dimensional
space Up.g/ is independent of the Cartan decomposition of g.

3Recall that for K non-Archimedean a decomposition V D V1 ˚ � � � ˚ Vk is orthogonal if
P vi

 D
maxi kvik for every vi 2 Vi .
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We will denote by…Dfa1; : : : ; ad�1g the root system of PGL.VK/, and, given a subset
� �…, by F� the associated partial flag manifold. Given � �… we also denote by
U � .g/ the partial flag U � .g/D fUp.g/ W ap 2 �g. The �–basin of attraction of g

(2-1) B�;˛.g/D
˚
x� 2 F� .K

d / W min
ap2�
†.xp; Ud�p.g

�1// > ˛
	

is the complement of the ˛–neighborhood of U �
c

.g�1/. When � consists of a single
root a, we will write Ba;˛.g/ instead of Bfag;˛.g/.

Remark 2.1 If g has a gap of index p, then Ud�p.g�1/ is well defined if K is
Archimedean, and any two possible choices have distance at most .�pC1=�p/.g/ if K

is non-Archimedean. It follows that, also in the non-Archimedean case, B�;˛.g/ only
depends on K provided ˛ is bigger than the minimal singular value gap.

We recall for later use the following lemma, which explains the choice of the term
basin of attraction:

Lemma 2.2 (Bochi, Potrie and Sambarino [6, Lemma A.6]) For every g 2 PGLd .K/
and x 2 Ba1;˛.g/,

d.U1.g/; g � x/�
1

sin.˛/
�2

�1
.g/:

2.2 Anosov representations

Let Γ be a word-hyperbolic group with identity element e, and fix a finite symmetric
generating set SΓ. For  2 Γ n feg denote by j j the least number of elements of SΓ
needed to write  as a word on S , and define the induced distance dΓ.; �/D j�1�j. A
geodesic segment on Γ is a sequence f˛igk0 of elements in Γ such that dΓ.˛i ; j̨ /Dji�j j.

Definition 2.3 A representation � W Γ! PGLd .K/ is ap–Anosov4 if there exist positive
constants c and �, the ap–Anosov constants of �, such that for all  2 Γ,

(2-2)
�pC1

�p
.�.//� ce��j j:

An a1–Anosov representation will be called projective Anosov.

The following result was proven in Bochi, Potrie and Sambarino [6] for KDR. The
same arguments also give the result for any local field.

4In the language of Bochi, Potrie and Sambarino [6, Section 3.1], an ap–Anosov representation is called
p–dominated. It was proven by Kapovich, Leeb and Porti [33] that if a group Γ admits an Anosov
representation, it is necessarily word hyperbolic. See also Bochi, Potrie and Sambarino [6] for a different
approach.
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Proposition 2.4 [6, Lemma 2.5] Let � W Γ ! PGLd .K/ be a projective Anosov
representation. Then there exists �� > 0 and L 2 N such that , for every geodesic
segment f˛igk0 in Γ through e with j˛0j; j˛kj � L,

†
�
U1.�.˛k//; Ud�1.�.˛0//

�
> ��:

Proposition 2.4 is a key ingredient in the construction of boundary maps:

Proposition 2.5 [6, Lemma 4.9] Let � W Γ! PGLd .K/ be projective Anosov and
.˛i /

1
0 � Γ a geodesic ray based at the identity converging to x 2 @Γ. Then

�1� .x/ WD lim
i!1

U1.�.˛i // and �d�1� .x/ WD lim
i!1

Ud�1.�.˛i //

exist , do not depend on the ray, and define continuous �–equivariant transverse maps
�1� W @Γ!P .Kd / and �d�1� W @Γ!P ..Kd /�/. Furthermore , there are positive constants
C and � depending only on � such that

d
�
U1.�.˛k//; �

1
� .x/

�
� Ce��k :

The next lemma, concerning properties of boundary maps, will be valuable in Section 3.1:

Lemma 2.6 (Bochi, Potrie and Sambarino [6, Lemma 3.9]) Let � W Γ! PGLd .K/ be
projective Anosov. Then there exist constants � 2 .0; 1/, a0 > 0 and a1 > 0 such that ,
for every ; � 2 Γ,

dΓ.; �/� �.j jC j�j/� a0� a1
ˇ̌
log d

�
U1.�.//; U1.�.�//

�ˇ̌
:

3 Hausdorff dimension of limit sets and the affinity exponent

Generalizing the definition given in Section 1, we define the affinity exponent hAff� of
a projective Anosov representation � W Γ! PGL.VK/ as the critical exponent of the
broken Dirichlet series

ˆAff
� .s/D

X
2Γ

�
�2

�1
.�.// � � �

�p�1

�1
.�.//

�dK
�
�p

�1
.�.//

�s�dK.p�2/

for s 2 ŒdK.p� 2/; dK.p� 1/�, where the dimension dK of P1.K/ is 1 unless KDC

in which case dC D 2.

Recall furthermore that, for a metric space .ƒ; d/ and for s > 0, one defines its
s–capacity as

Hs.ƒ/D inf
"

�X
U2U

diamU s
ˇ̌̌
U is a covering of ƒ with sup

U2U

diamU < "

�
;
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and that the Hausdorff dimension of ƒ is defined by

(3-1) dimHff.ƒ/D inffs WHs.ƒ/D 0g D supfs WHs.ƒ/D1g:

The goal of the section is to prove:

Theorem 3.1 Let K be a local field. If � W Γ! PGL.VK/ is a1–Anosov, then

dimHff.�
1
� .@Γ//� h

Aff
� :

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is elementary and based on the construction of a good cover
of the image of the limit map (explicitly constructed in Section 3.1), which we show in
Section 3.2 to be contained in ellipses of controlled axis.

3.1 Coarse cone types

In Pozzetti, Sambarino and Wienhard [39, Section 2.3.1] we used cone types at infinity
to construct well-behaved coverings of the boundary of the group. We now introduce a
coarse version of these sets, which will be more useful for our purposes.

Recall that a sequence . j̨ /10 is a .c0; c1/–quasigeodesic if, for every pair j; l ,

1

c0
jj � l j � c1 � dΓ. j̨ ; ˛l/� c0jj � l jC c1:

We associate to every element  a coarse cone type at infinity, consisting of endpoints
at infinity of quasigeodesic rays based at �1 passing through the identity:

Cc0;c11 ./D
˚
Œ. j̨ /

1
0 � 2 @Γ j .˛i /

1
0 is a .c0; c1/–quasigeodesic, ˛0 D �1; e 2 f j̨ g

	
:

Hyperbolicity of Γ lets us understand the overlaps of coarse cone types; this will be
crucial in Section 5.3 to guarantee bounded overlap of suitable covers of the limit set.

Proposition 3.2 Let Γ be word hyperbolic. For every c0 and c1 there exists C > 0

such that if
Cc0;c11 ./\ �Cc0;c11 .�/¤∅

then
dΓ.; �/�

ˇ̌
j j � j�j

ˇ̌
CC:

Proof Assume that x 2 Cc0;c11 ./\ �C
c0;c1
1 .�/. Since Γ is hyperbolic, by the Morse

lemma there exists K > 0 (only depending on c0, c1 and the hyperbolicity constant
of Γ) such that  is at distance at most K from a geodesic ray from e to x. The same
holds then for �, and, using the hyperbolicity of Γ again, we can assume up to enlarging
the constant K (still depending on c0 and c1 only) that the two rays agree. This implies
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Bc1.e/

�1 Γ

C
c0;c1
1 ./

Figure 1: The coarse cone type at infinity. The black broken lines are .c0; c1/–
quasigeodesics. All endpoints of geodesic rays from �1 intersecting the ball
Bc1.e/ clearly belong to C

c0;c1
1 ./.

that there exist g0 and g1 on a geodesic ray from e to x such that d.; g0/ �K and
d.�; g1/�K. Since g0 and g1 lie in a geodesic d.g0; g1/�

ˇ̌
jg0j � jg1j

ˇ̌
, and thus

d.; �/� 4KC
ˇ̌
j j � j�j

ˇ̌
:

Our next goal is to show that, for an Anosov representation, the intersections of Cartan’s
basins of attraction B�;˛.�.// with the image of the boundary map are contained in
the image of a suitably big coarse cone type of  . Let � �… be a subset containing
the first root a1. We will denote by ��;1 W F� .Kd /! P .Kd / the canonical projection.
Recall from (2-1) that, for every ˛, we associate to each g 2 PGL.VK/ a basin of
attraction B�;˛.g/� F� . We will now use Lemma 2.6 to show that, for every ˛, there
exist c0 and c1 such that the intersection of a �–basin of attraction B�;˛.�.// with
the image of the boundary map is contained in a .c0; c1/–coarse cone type.

Proposition 3.3 Let � W Γ!PGL.VK/ be projective Anosov and consider ˛ > 0. There
exist c0 and c1 only depending on ˛ and � such that , for every � �… containing a1

and every  2 Γ,
.�1/�1

�
��;1

�
B�;˛.�.//

��
� Cc0;c11 ./:

Proof It is enough to show that if �1.x/ 2 ��;1.B�;˛.�./// and j j is big enough,
then there is a quasigeodesic ray from �1 to x that passes through the identity
and whose constants only depend on ˛ and �. Consider a quasigeodesic ray f j̨ g
converging to x, and fix 1 > ˛0 > ˛. Since by assumption �1.x/ 2 Ba1;˛.�.//, we
can find a constant L depending only on � such that, for every j > L, it holds that
U1.�.˛i // 2 Ba1;˛0.�.//. The uniformity of L follows from the last statement in
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Proposition 2.5. By definition we have †.U1.�. j̨ //; Ud�1.�.�1/// > ˛0, and thus,
in particular, d.U1.�. j̨ //; U1.�.�1//>˛0. Now let . j̨ /

�j jS
iD0 be a geodesic segment

with ˛0 D e and ˛�j jS D  . Up to further enlarging ˛0 and L (depending on the
representation only), d.U1.�.˛�L//; U1.�.˛L// > ˛0. Lemma 2.6 implies that the
sequence . j̨ /1iD�j jS , obtained as concatenation of the geodesic between �1 and the
identity and the ray from the identity to x, is a quasigeodesic ray, thus the result.

Corollary 3.4 Let � W Γ! PGL.VK/ be projective Anosov and consider ˛ > 0. There
exists C only depending on ˛ and � such that , for every � �… containing a1, if

�1.@Γ/\��;1
�
�./ �B�;˛.�.//\ �.�/ �B�;˛.�.�//

�
¤∅

then
d.; �/�

ˇ̌
j j � j�j

ˇ̌
CC:

Proof This follows immediately by combining Propositions 3.3 and 3.2.

In particular, we can use basins of attraction to construct coverings of the image of the
boundary map with bounded overlap:

Proposition 3.5 (see Pozzetti, Sambarino and Wienhard [39, Lemma 2.22]) Let
� W Γ! PGL.VK/ be projective Anosov. There exists ˛ small enough such that , for
every T > 0, the family of open sets

UT WD f�./ �Ba1;˛.�.// W j j D T g

defines an open covering of �1.@Γ/. Furthermore there exists a constant C depending
on ˛ (and �) such that , for every x 2 @Γ and every T , �.x/ is contained in at most C
elements of UT .

Proof Let x 2 @Γ and let fj g be a geodesic ray based at the identity representing x.
Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 guarantee that there exists ˛ D ˛� such that

†.�.�1T /�1.x/; Ud�1.�.
�1
T // > ˛I

therefore �1.x/ 2 �.T /Ba1;˛.�.T //. The second statement is a direct consequence
of Corollary 3.4.

3.2 Ellipses

The purpose of this section is to prove that, for a projective Anosov representation, the
set �./ �Ba1;˛.�.// is coarsely contained in an ellipsoid with axes of size

�2

�1
.�.//; : : : ;

�d

�1
.�.//:
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Definition 3.6 Let V be a d–dimensional K–vector space with K–norm k � k. Let

u1˚ � � �˚ud

be a K–orthogonal decomposition and let vD
P
vjuj be the associated decomposition

of v 2 V for suitable vj 2K. Choose positive real numbers a2 � � � � � ad � 1. If K is
Archimedean, an ellipsoid about Ku1 is the projectivization of�

v 2 V
ˇ̌̌
jv1j

2
�

dX
2

.aj jvj j/
2

�
for some ai > 0. If instead K is non-Archimedean, an ellipsoid about Ku1 is the
projectivization of ˚

v 2 V W jv1j � max
2�i�d

.aj jvj j/
	
:

The vector spaces u1˚uj are the axes of the ellipsoid, and the size of the axis u1˚uj
is 1=aj . We need the following covering lemma:

Lemma 3.7 Let E be an ellipsoid with axis of size 1 � ˇ2 � � � � � ˇd . For every
p 2 ŒŒ2; d ��, E can be covered by

22p
�
ˇ2 � � � p̌�1

ˇ
p�2
p

�dK

balls of radius
p
d p̌.

Proof We consider the affine chart of P .V / corresponding to u1D 1. The ellipsoid E
is contained in the product of the balls fjvi j � ˇig �K (it agrees with such a product
if K is non-Archimedean). If K is Archimedean, the ball fjvj j � ǰ g is contained in
the union of d ǰ = p̌e

dK balls of radius p̌. Since the product of d balls of radius p̌

is contained in a ball of radius
p
d p̌, we obtain that E can be covered by�
ˇ2

p̌

�dK

� � �

�
p̌�1

p̌

�dK

balls of radius
p
d p̌.

If instead K is non-Archimedean, the ball fjvj j � ǰ g can be decomposed into
qblogq. ǰ =ˇp/c balls of radius p̌, and hence E can be covered with

qblogq.ˇ2=ˇp/c � � � qblogq.ˇp�1=ˇp/c

balls of radius p̌.
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Proposition 3.8 Consider ˛ > 0. For g 2 PGL.VK/, the image of the corresponding
Cartan basin of attraction g �Ba1;˛.g/ is contained in the ellipsoid about U1.g/ with
axes u1.g/˚uj .g/ of size

1

sin˛
�j

�1
.g/:

Proof Assume first that K is Archimedean. By definition of Ba1;˛.g/, for every
v 2Kd with K � v 2 Ba1;˛.g/,

jv1j
2
� .sin˛/2

dX
1

jvj j
2;

where .v1; : : : ; vd / are the coefficients in the decomposition of v with respect to the
orthogonal splitting V D

L
g�1uj .g/.

Since the coefficients wj of gv in the decomposition induced by the orthogonal de-
composition V D

L
uj .g/ satisfy jwj j D �j .g/jvj j,

jw1j
2
D �1.g/

2
jv1j

2
� �1.g/

2.sin˛/2
dX
jD2

jvj j
2
D �1.g/

2.sin˛/2
dX
jD2

1

�j .g/2
jwj j

2:

One concludes that gv lies on the corresponding ellipsoid. The non-Archimedean case
follows analogously.

3.3 The lower bound on the affinity exponent

We now have all the ingredients needed to prove Theorem 3.1:

Proof For each T > 0, denote by UT the covering of �1.@Γ/ given by Proposition 3.5.
By definition, U D U 2 UT is of the form �./ �Ba1;˛.�.// for some  satisfying
j j D T . Proposition 3.8 applied to �./ implies that �./ �Ba1;˛.�.// is contained
in an ellipsoid about Ku1.�.// with axes of sizes

1

sin˛
�2

�1
.�.//; : : : ;

1

sin˛
�d

�1
.�.//:

Furthermore, since � is Anosov, we deduce from Lemma 2.2 that supU2UT diamU

is arbitrarily small as T goes to infinity. Recall that the s–capacity Hs was defined
by (3-1). Applying Lemma 3.7 to these ellipses and any p 2 ŒŒ2; d ��, we obtain

Hs.�.@Γ//

� 22p
� p

d

sin˛

�s
inf
T

X
j j�T

�
�2

�1
.�.// � � �

�p�1

�1
.�.//

�dK
�
�p

�1
.�.//

�s�dK.p�2/

:
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By definition of the affinity exponent hAff� , for all s > hAff� the broken Dirichlet seriesX
2Γ

�
�2

�1
.�.// � � �

�p�1

�1
.�.//

�dK
�
�p

�1
.�.//

�s�dK.p�2/

; s2 ŒdK.p�2/; dK.p�1/�;

is convergent, and thus, for all s > hAff� ,

2p
� p

d

sin˛

�s
inf
T

X
j j�T

�
�2

�1
.�.// � � �

�p�1

�1
.�.//

�dK
�
�p

�1
.�.//

�s�dK.p�2/

D 0:

As a result we conclude that for all s > hAff� the s–capacity Hs.�.@Γ// vanishes; hence,

hAff� � dimHff.�.@Γ//:

The following generalization of Corollary 1.1 is also immediate:

Corollary 3.9 If � WΓ!PGL.VK/ is projective Anosov and dimHff.�.@Γ//�pdK, then

dimHff.�.@Γ//� ph�.J
u
p/:

Proof Observe that, for every s 2 ŒdKp; dK.pC1/�, the value of the broken Dirichlet
series defining the affinity exponent

ˆAff
� .s/D

X
2Γ

�
�2

�1
.�.// � � �

�pC1

�1
.�.//

�dK
�
�pC2

�1
.�.//

�s�dKp

is smaller than or equal to the value of the series associated to the pth unstable Jacobian
divided by p:

ˆ
Jup=p
� .s/D

X
2Γ

�
�2

�1
.�.// � � �

�pC1

�1
.�.//

�s
p

:

Indeed, �
�pC2

�1
.�.//

�s�dKp

D

�
�pC2

�1
.�.//

�p� sp�dK

�

�

�
�2

�1
.�.//

�s
p�dK

� � �

�
�pC1

�1
.�.//

�s
p�dK

:

As a result, if dKp � h
Aff
� � dK.pC 1/, then ph�.Jup/� h

Aff
� .

The result follows as, for all k 2 ŒŒ1; d � 1�� and v 2 EC,

Ju
k�1

.v/

k� 1
�

Ju
k
.v/

k
;

which implies kh�.Juk/� .k� 1/h�.J
u
k�1

/.
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4 Semisimple algebraic groups

Let G be a connected semisimple K–group, GK the group of its K–points, A a maximal
K–split torus and X.A/ the group of its K�–characters. Consider the real vector
space E� D X.A/˝Z R and E its dual. For every � 2 X.A/, we denote by �! the
corresponding linear form on E.

4.1 Restricted roots and parabolic groups

Let † be the set of restricted roots of A in g. Then the set †! is a root system of E�.
Let †C be a system of positive roots and … the associated subset of simple roots. Let
EC be the Weyl chamber determined by the positive roots .†!/C.

Let W be the Weyl group of †. It is isomorphic to the quotient of the normalizer
NGK.AK/ of AK in GK by its centralizer ZGK.AK/. Let i W E! E be the opposition
involution: if u W E! E is the unique element in the Weyl group with u.EC/D�EC,
then iD�u.

A subset ‚�… determines a pair of opposite parabolic subgroups P‚ and LP‚ whose
Lie algebras are defined by

p‚ D
M

a2†C[f0g

ga˚
M

a2h…�‚i

g�a and Lp‚ D
M

a2†C[f0g

g�a˚
M

a2h…�‚i

ga:

The group LP‚ is conjugate to the parabolic group Pi‚. Let

l‚ D p‚\ Lp‚

be the Lie algebra of the associated Levi group.

The K–flag space associated to ‚ is F‚.GK/ D GK=P‚;K, and the GK orbit of the
pair .ŒP‚;K�; Œ LP‚;K�/ is the unique open orbit for the action of GK in the product
F‚.GK/�Fi‚.GK/. This orbit is denoted by F

.2/
‚ .GK/.

For y 2 Fi‚.GK/ denote by

(4-1) Ann.y/D fx 2 F‚.GK/ W .x; y/ … F‚.GK/
.2/
g

the closed submanifold of flags in F‚.GK/ that are not transverse to y.
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Denote by . � ; � / a W –invariant inner product on E and also the induced inner product
on E�, define

h�; i D
2.�;  /

. ; /
;

and let f!aga2… be the dual basis of…, ie h!a; biD daıab, where daD 1 if 2a… .†!/C

and da D 2 otherwise. The linear form !a is the fundamental weight associated to a.

4.2 Cartan decomposition

Let � W AK! E be defined, for z 2 AK, as the unique vector in E such that for every
� 2X.A/,

�!.�.z//D log j�.z/j:

Define ACK D �
�1.EC/.

Let K � GK be a compact group that contains a representative for every element of the
Weyl group W ; that is, NGK.AK/D .NGK.AK/\K/AK, where NGK is the normalizer.
One has GK DKACKK, and if z; w 2 ACK are such that z 2KwK, then �.z/D �.w/.
There exists thus a function

a W GK! EC;

such that for every g1; g2 2 GK one has that g1 2Kg2K if and only if a.g1/D a.g2/.
It is called the Cartan projection of GK.

In the case of GK D PGL.VK/ this is nothing but the ordered list of semihomothecy
ratios defined in Section 2.1.

4.3 Representations of GK

Let ƒ W G! PGL.V / be a finite-dimensional irreducible representation that is also a
rational map between algebraic varieties and denote by �ƒ W g! sl.V / the Lie algebra
homomorphism associated to ƒ. Then the weight space associated to � 2X.A/ is the
vector space

V� D fv 2 V W �ƒ.a/v D �.a/v for all a 2 AKg;

and if V� ¤ 0 then we say that �! 2 E� is a restricted weight of ƒ. Theorem 7.2 of
Tits [47] states that the set of weights has a unique maximal element with respect to
the order ��  if �� is positive on EC. This is called the highest weight of ƒ and
denoted by �ƒ.

Definition 4.1 Let ‚ƒ be the set of simple roots a 2 … such that �ƒ � a is still a
weight of ƒ.
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Remark 4.2 The subset ‚ƒ is the subset of simple roots such that, for a 2 †C,
n 2 g�a and v 2 �ƒ, we have �ƒ.n/v D 0 if and only if a 2 h…�‚ƒi.

Definition 4.3 We denote by k � kƒ a good norm on V , invariant under ƒK, and
such that ƒAK consists of semihomothecies; if K is Archimedean the existence of
such a norm is classical, and if K is non-Archimedean then this is the content of
Quint [40, théorème 6.1].

For every g 2 GK,

(4-2) log kƒgkƒ D �ƒ.a.g//:

If g D kgzg lg with k; l 2 K and zg 2 ACK, then for all v 2 ƒ.l�1g /V�ƒ one has
kƒg.v/kƒ D kƒgkƒkvkƒ.

Denote by W�ƒ the ƒAK–invariant complement of V�ƒ . Note that the stabilizer in GK

of W�ƒ is LP‚;K, and thus one has a map of flag spaces

(4-3) .�ƒ; �
�
ƒ/ W F

.2/
‚ƒ
.GK/! G

.2/
dimV�ƒ

.V /;

a proper embedding which is a homeomorphism onto its image. Here G
.2/
dimV�ƒ

.V / is
the open PGL.VK/–orbit in the product of the Grassmannian of .dimV�ƒ/–dimensional
subspaces and the Grassmannian of .dimV�dimV�ƒ/–dimensional subspaces.

Proposition 4.4 (Tits [47]; see also Humphreys [30, Chapter XI]) For each a 2…

there exists a finite-dimensional rational irreducible representation ƒa W G! PSL.Va/

such that �ƒa
is an integer multiple of the fundamental weight !a and dimV�ƒa

D 1.
All other weights of ƒa are of the form

�a� a�
X
b2…

nbb;

where nb 2N.

We will fix from now on such a set of representations and call them, for each a 2…,
the Tits representation associated to a.

4.4 The center of the Levi group P‚;K \ LP‚;K

We now consider the vector subspace

E‚ D
\

a2…�‚

ker a! ;
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together with the unique projection �‚ W E! E‚ that is invariant under the subgroup
W‚ of the Weyl group spanned by reflections associated to roots in …�‚:

W‚ D fw 2W W w.v/D v for all v 2 E‚g:

The dual space .E‚/� is canonically the subspace of E� of �‚–invariant linear forms
and it is spanned by the fundamental weights of roots in ‚:

.E‚/
�
D f' 2 E� W ' ı�‚ D 'g D h!a W a 2‚i:

Since �2‚D �‚, precomposition with �‚ induces a projection E�! .E‚/
� denoted by

' 7! '‚ WD ' ı�‚:

Examples 4.5 and 4.6 will be relevant in Sections 7 and 8, respectively.

Example 4.5 Let GK D PGL.VK/ and, as above, denote by ak 2 E� the kth simple
root, so that ak.a1; : : : ; ad / D ak � akC1. We then choose p 2 ŒŒ2; d � 2�� and let
‚D fa1; ap; ad�1g, so that

E‚ D f.a1; : : : ; ad / 2 E W a2 D � � � D ap and apC1 D � � � D ad�1g

is three-dimensional. Using the fact that the fundamental weights !i (for iD1; p; d�1)
belong to .E‚/�, one checks that the projection is

"1.�‚.a//D a1;

"i .�‚.a//D
a2C � � �C ap

p� 1
D
!p �!1

p� 1
.a/ for every i 2 ŒŒ2; p��;

"i .�‚.a//D
apC1C � � �C ad�1

d �p� 1
D
!d�1�!p

d �p� 1
.a/ for every i 2 ŒŒpC 1; d � 1��;

"d .�‚.a//D ad :

Then
a‚p D

!p �!1

p� 1
�
!d�1�!p

d �p� 1

and a‚p jECnf0g � apjECnf0g.

Example 4.6 Consider the group SO.p; q/ of transformations in PSLpCq.R/ preserv-
ing a signature .p; q/ bilinear form with p < q. One has

ED f.a1; : : : ; ap/ W ai 2Rg

equipped with the root system

†! D f"i W i 2 ŒŒ1; p��g[ fa 7! ai � aj W i; j 2 ŒŒ1; p��g:
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A Weyl chamber can be chosen as

EC D fa 2 E W ai � aiC1 for all i 2 ŒŒ1; p� 1�� and ap � 0g;

with the associated set of simple roots

…D fai W i 2 ŒŒ1; p� 1��g[ f"pg:

Consider then ‚D fai W i 2 ŒŒ1; p� 1��g, so that E‚ D ker "p and thus ai 2 .E‚/
� for

i 2 ŒŒ1; p� 2��. Moreover,
a‚p�1 D "p�1;

and one has that a‚p�1jECnf0g � ap�1jECnf0g.

4.5 Gromov product

Recall from Sambarino [45] that the Gromov product5 based at K is the map

. � j � /K W F
.2/
‚ .GK/! E‚;

defined to be the unique vector .xjy/K 2 E‚ such that

�a..xjy/K/D�log sin†kkƒa
.�ƒa

x; ��ƒa
y/

for all a 2‚, where �a is the fundamental weight associated to the Tits representation
ƒa of a. Note that

(4-4) max
a2‚

�a..xjy/K/Dmax
a2‚

ˇ̌
�a..xjy/K/

ˇ̌
D�log min

a2‚
sin†kkƒa

.�ƒa
x; ��ƒa

y/:

One has the following remark from Bochi, Potrie and Sambarino [6]:

Remark 4.7 [6, Remark 8.11] Let ƒ W G! PGL.V / be a finite-dimensional rational
irreducible representation. If .x; y/ 2 F.2/‚ƒ.GK/ then

.�ƒxj�
�
ƒy/kkƒ D �ƒ..xjy/K/;

where kkƒ denotes the (stabilizer of the) inner product on V such thatƒK is orthogonal
(see Definition 4.3).

4.6 Iwasawa cocycle and its relation to representations of G

Another important decomposition of Lie groups that will play a role in our work is the
Iwasawa decomposition

GK DKAKU…;K;

5This is the negative of the product defined in [45].
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where P…;K is the minimal parabolic subgroup and U…;K is its unipotent radical. For
a general local field K the decomposition of an element is not necessarily unique, but
if z1; z2 2 AK are such that z1 2Kz2U…;K, then �.z1/D �.z2/.

Quint used the Iwasawa decomposition to define the Iwasawa cocycle

b….g; x/D �.z/;

where x D kŒP‚;K� 2 F‚.GK/ with k 2K and g 2 GK, and gk has Iwasawa decom-
position gk D lzu.

Lemma 4.8 (Quint [42, lemmes 6.1 et 6.2]) The map p‚ ı b… factors through a
map b‚ W GK �F‚.GK/! E‚. The map b‚ verifies the cocycle relation: for every
g; h 2 GK and x 2 F‚;K.GK/,

b‚.gh; x/D b‚.g; hx/C b‚.h; x/:

One also has the following behavior of b‚ under the representations of G:

Lemma 4.9 (Quint [42, lemme 6.4]) Suppose ƒ W G! PGL.V / is a proximal irre-
ducible representation. Then for every x 2 F‚ƒ.GK/ and g 2 GK,

�ƒ.b‚ƒ.g; x//D log
kƒ.g/vkƒ

kvkƒ
;

where v 2 �ƒ.x/ n f0g.

4.7 Cartan attractors and Cartan’s attracting basins

Consider g 2 GK and let g D kgzg lg be a Cartan decomposition. Given ‚�…, the
Cartan attractor of g in F‚.GK/ is defined by

U‚.g/D U
K
‚ .g/D kg ŒP‚;K�;

and the Cartan basin of g is defined, for ˛ > 0, by

B‚;˛.g/D fx 2 F‚.GK/ W .xjUi‚.g
�1//K < ˛g:

Remark 4.10 Ifƒ WG!PGL.V / is a rational irreducible representation with‚ƒ�‚,
then

�ƒ.U‚.g//D U
kkƒ
dimV�ƒ

.ƒ.g//:

Notice that the flag U‚.g/ is an arbitrary choice of a “most expanding” flag of type ‚
for g. However, it is clear from the definition that given ˛>0 there exists a constantK˛
such that, if y 2 F‚.GK/ belongs to B‚;˛.g/, then, for all a 2‚,

(4-5) j�a.a.g/� b‚.g; y//j �K˛:
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4.8 The PSLd.K/ case

Given a good norm � on Kd , and considering the exterior power representations of
PSLd .K/, one sees that Lemma 4.9 provides the following computation for the Iwasawa
cocycle b WPSLd .K/�F.Kd /!E associated to a maximal compact group stabilizing � .
For p 2 ŒŒ1; d �� and given g 2 PSLd .K/ and x 2 F.Kd /,

(4-6) !p.b.g; x//D log
kgv1 ^ � � � ^gvpk

kv1 ^ � � � ^ vpk
;

where fv1; : : : ; vpg is any basis of the p–dimensional space xp of x and k � k is the
norm on

Vp Kd induced by � .

Notice that, by definition, the number !p.b.g; x// only depends on xp , so in order to
simplify notation we will also denote it by !p.b.g; xp//.

5 Patterson–Sullivan measures in non-Anosov directions

An interesting quantity associated to a discrete subgroup � < GK is hX� , its critical
exponent, which measures the exponential growth rate of orbit points in balls (in the
symmetric space of GK) as the radius grows. The theory of Quint’s growth indicator
function, which we briefly recall in Section 5.1, allows us to deduce information on hX�
from information on the critical exponent of linear forms � on the Weyl chamber E,
which is often easier to handle with the aid of Patterson–Sullivan measures. When the
discrete group � < GK is the image of an Anosov representation � W Γ! GK, and the
form � belongs to the dual of the Levi–Anosov subspace E�� , the thermodynamical
formalism applies (see Theorem 5.12).

In this section we will instead be interested in studying forms � that do not belong
to .E��/

�. Our main result is Theorem 5.14, in which we show that, provided a
representation � is Anosov with respect to some root, the existence of a Patterson–
Sullivan measure in any flag manifold — and thus also in non-Anosov directions �—
has strong implications for the critical exponent of �.

5.1 Quint’s growth indicator

We recall here some definitions from Quint [41; 42].

Let � � GK be a discrete subgroup; its Quint growth indicator function [41]

‰� W E
C
!RC[f�1g
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is defined as follows. Given a norm k � k on E and an open cone C � EC, let hkkC be the
critical exponent of the Dirichlet series

s 7!
X

fg2�Wa.g/2C g

e�ska.g/k

and define ‰� W EC! f�1g[ Œ0;1/ by

‰�.v/D kvk inf
v2C

h
kk

C ;

where the infimum is taken over all open cones containing v. One can easily check
that ‰� does not depend on the chosen norm k � k and is 1–positively homogenous.

Dually, one considers the growth on linear forms. The limit (or Benoist [4]) cone L�

of � is defined as the limit points of sequences tna.gn/ where .tn/n2N �RC converges
to 0 and .gn/n2N � � . Denote its dual cone by

.L�/
�
D f' 2 E� W 'jL�nf0g � 0g;

and for ' 2 .L�/� let h�.'/ be the critical exponent of the Dirichlet seriesX
g2�

e�s'.a.g//;

that is,
h�.'/D lim sup

t!1

1

t
log #fg 2 � j '.a.g// < tg:

Lemma 5.1 h�.minf�1; : : : ; �kg/Dmaxfh�.�1/; : : : ; h�.�k/g:

Proof One inequality is clear. For the other one,

h�.minf�1; : : : ; �kg/� lim sup
t!1

1

t
log

kX
iD1

#f 2 Γ j �i .a.�./// < tg

� lim sup
t!1

1

t
log kmax

i
#f 2 Γ j �i .a.�./// < tg

Dmaxfh�.�1/; : : : ; h�.�k/g

One can then define the subset

D� D f' 2 .L�/
�
W h�.'/ 2 .0; 1�g:

The next lemma is clear from the definitions, but is very useful in applications:

Lemma 5.2 If � belongs to D� , then �C 2D� for every  2 .L�/�.
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The following result from Quint [41] allows one to deduce information on the critical
exponent of various norms in terms of growth of linear functions, which are often easier
to compute:

Proposition 5.3 (Quint [41]) One has that

D� D f' 2 E
�
W '.v/�‰�.v/ for all v 2 ECg;

and thus it is a convex set. Moreover , for any 1–positively homogenous function
‚ W EC!R, the critical exponent h�.‚/ of the Dirichlet series

s 7!
X
g2�

e�s‚.a.g//

can be computed as h�.‚/D supv2EC ‰�.v/=‚.v/.

A useful property of the set D� is provided by the next theorem.

Theorem 5.4 (Quint [41]) If the Zariski closure of � is semisimple then ‰� is
concave. Consequently, for every norm k � k on E,

h
kk

� D inffk'k� W ' 2D�g;

where k � k� is the induced operator norm on E�.

Remark 5.5 Recall that, if we endow the symmetric space (or the affine building) X
associated to GK with a GK–invariant Riemannian metric, there exists an Euclidean
norm k � kX on E such that, for every g 2 GK,

dX .ŒK�; gŒK�/D ka.g/kX :

So Theorem 5.4 provides the following formula for the critical exponent of a discrete
group with reductive Zariski closure in the symmetric space X :

hX� D inffk�k�X W � 2D�g:

The topological boundary Q� of D� will be called Quint’s indicator set of � . We will
also write

Q�;‚ D Q� \ .E‚/
�:

Let us record here a useful direct consequence of the convexity of D� :

Lemma 5.6 Let �; ' 2 .L�/�. Then

h�.�C'/�
h�.�/h�.'/

h�.�/C h�.'/
:
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We end this subsection with a definition from Quint [42]:

Definition 5.7 Given ‚ �… and ' 2 .E‚/�, a .�; '/–Patterson–Sullivan measure
on F‚.GK/ is a finite Radon measure � such that, for every g 2 � ,

dg��

d�
.x/D e�'.b‚.g

�1;x//:

5.2 Anosov representations with values in GK

Let Γ be a discrete group and fix ‚�….

Definition 5.8 A representation � W Γ! GK is ‚–Anosov if there exist constants c � 0
and � > 0 such that, for every  2 Γ and a 2‚,

a.a.�.///� �j j � c:

If � W Γ! GK is ‚–Anosov and ƒa is as in Proposition 4.4, then ƒa� W Γ! PGL.VK/

is projective Anosov. In particular, Section 2.2 applies to arbitrary GK and one obtains
the following result:

Theorem 5.9 (Kapovich, Leeb and Porti [34]) If � W Γ! GK is ‚–Anosov then Γ

is word hyperbolic and there exist continuous equivariant maps �‚� W @Γ! F‚.GK/

and � i‚
� W @Γ! Fi‚.GK/ such that the product map .�‚� ; �

i‚
� / W @

.2/Γ! F
.2/
‚ .GK/ is

transverse.

We will sometime use the notation introduced in [39] and, if x 2 @Γ is a point, denote by

x‚� WD �
‚
� .x/ 2 F‚.GK/

the image of x via the boundary map. If � D fakg consists of a single root, we will
also write �k� and xk� instead of �fakg� and xfakg� .

If‚�… contains the root a, we denote by �a WF� .GK/!Fa.GK/ the natural projection.
It is easy to deduce from Corollary 3.4 the following more general statement:

Corollary 5.10 Let � W Γ! GK be a–Anosov and consider ˛ > 0. There exists C only
depending on ˛ and � such that , for every � �… containing a, if

�a�.@Γ/\�a

�
�./ �B�;˛.�.//\ �.�/ �B�;˛.�.�//

�
¤∅

then
d.; �/�

ˇ̌
j j � j�j

ˇ̌
CC:
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Definition 5.11 Given a representation � W Γ! GK we define its Anosov–Levi space
as .E‚�/

�, where
‚� D fa 2… W � is a–Anosovg:

It is spanned by the fundamental weights f!a W a 2‚�g.

A more precise description of the indicator set of � can be given on its Anosov–Levi
space. The following is a combination of Bridgeman, Canary, Labourie and Sambarino
[9, Theorem 1.3], Potrie and Sambarino [38, Proposition 4.11] and Sambarino [44]:

Theorem 5.12 Let � W Γ ! GK be a representation. Then Q�.Γ/;‚� is an analytic
codimension-1 embedded submanifold of .E‚�/

� that varies analytically with �.
Moreover, its restriction to the dual of the vector space spanned by the periods is
strictly convex.

5.3 When some wall is not attained

The purpose of this subsection is to explore Q�.Γ/ in directions that are not controlled
by the roots with respect to which � is Anosov.

Definition 5.13 Let � W Γ! GK be an a–Anosov representation. Consider ‚ � …
with a 2‚ and let �' be a .�.Γ/; '/–Patterson–Sullivan measure on F‚.GK/ for some
' 2 .E‚/

�. We say that � is �'–irreducible if, for every y 2 Fi‚.GK/,

�'.Ann.y// < �'.F‚.GK//:

It is clear that if �.Γ/ is Zariski-dense in GK then it is �'–irreducible for any Patterson–
Sullivan measure. Even assuming Zariski-density, the following result is a refinement
of Quint [42, théorème 8.1] when ‚ contains a root with respect to which � is Anosov.
Indeed, in the general case treated by Quint, one needs to control the mass of shadows
on the flag space associated to … n‚, and, as a result, the existence of a .�.Γ/; '/–
Patterson–Sullivan measure only ensures that 'C��c is in D�.Γ/, where ��c is a suitable
form that is nonnegative on the Weyl chamber. In our case, the Anosov condition with
respect to one root in ‚ permits us to control ' directly.

Theorem 5.14 Let � W Γ! GK be an a–Anosov representation. Consider ‚�… with
a 2 ‚ and let �' be a .�.Γ/; '/–Patterson–Sullivan measure on F‚.GK/ for some
' 2 .E‚/

�. Assume � is �'–irreducible , and that supp�� ��1a .�a�.@Γ//. Then

' 2D�.Γ/:
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The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of this result. We begin with the
following lemma from Quint [42], who assumes that the representation is Zariski-dense,
a hypothesis that is too strong for the applications we have in mind. We observe
however that for the proof to work only �'–irreducibility is needed. We sketch the
proof for completeness.

Lemma 5.15 [42, lemme 8.2] Let � W Γ ! GK be a representation and �' be a
.�.Γ/; '/–Patterson–Sullivan measure on F‚.GK/. Assume � is �'–irreducible. Then
there exists ˛0 > 0 such that , for every given 0 < ˛ < ˛0, there exists k > 0, only
depending on ˛, such that , for every  2 Γ,

k�1e�'.a.�./// � �'
�
�./B‚;˛.�.//

�
� ke�'.a.�.///:

Proof Observe that �'–irreducibility guarantees that there exist ˛; k > 0 such that
for every  2 Γ we have �'.B�;˛.�./// � k. Indeed, otherwise there would be a
sequence of reals ˛n! 0 and elements n 2 Γ with �'.B�;˛n.�.n///� 1=n. We can
assume, up to extracting a subsequence, that the complement of B�;˛n.�.// converges
to Ann.y/ for some y 2 Fi� , and this contradicts �'–irreducibility.

The result then follows from the definition of the .�.�/; �/–Patterson–Sullivan measure
using (4-5).

The rest of the proof of Theorem 5.14 is similar to the argument showing that if there
exists a Patterson–Sullivan density of a given exponent, then this exponent must be
greater than the critical exponent; see for example Sullivan [46] and Quint’s notes
[43, Theorem 4.11].

Proof of Theorem 5.14 We have to show that, for every s > 0,X
2Γ

e�.1Cs/'.a.�./// <1:

Corollary 5.10 implies that given ˛ > 0 there exists N 2N such that, if t > 0 and

Γt D f 2 Γ W t � j j � t C 1g;

then, for every x 2 @Γ,

#f 2 Γt W ��1a .�a�.x//\ �./B‚;˛.�.//¤∅g �N:

Lemma 5.15 now yields, for every t � 0,

(5-1) 1> �'.��1a .�a�.@Γ///� C
X
2Γt

e�'.a.�.///;
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where C is independent of t . This is to say, there exists K > 0 independent of t 2RC
such that X

2Γt

e�'.a.�./// <K:

Since � is a–Anosov, for any norm N on E there exist positive ı and C such that

N.a.�.///� ıj j �C:

One concludes that, for every s > 0,X
2Γ

e�'.a.�.//�sN.a.�.//�

1X
nD0

X
2Γn

e�'.a.�.///e�sN.�.//�KeC
1X
nD0

e�ısn<1:

Consider now the counting measure � on E defined by

�.B/D #fa.Γ/\Bg:

The above implies that the measure �0 D e�'� has growth indicator ‰�0 � 0, and so
[41, Corollary 3.1.5] gives

0�‰e�'� D‰� �' D‰�.Γ/�';

as desired.

6 Anosov representations with Lipschitz limit set

In this section we will prove Theorem A. We will hence fix some notation throughout
this section.

Assumption 6.1 The group Γ will be a word-hyperbolic group whose boundary @Γ
is homeomorphic to a sphere of dimension dΓ.6 We will also fix a projective Anosov
representation � W Γ! PSLd .R/ such that the sphere �1� .@Γ/ is a Lipschitz submanifold
of P .Rd /, ie it is locally the graph of a Lipschitz map. Note that we have restricted
ourselves to KDR.

6.1 The pth Jacobian

Given a line ` contained in a .pC1/–dimensional subspace V of Rd , the space of
infinitesimal deformations of ` inside V

T`P .V /� T`P .R
d /

6It follows from [32, Theorem 4.4] that this is the case as soon as @Γ has an open subset homeomorphic
to RdΓ .
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carries a natural volume form induced by the choice of a scalar product � on Rd . Namely,
if one considers the �–orthogonal decomposition V D `˚ `?V , then one canonically
identifies T`P .V /D hom.`; `?V / and thus one can define �`;V 2

Vp
.T`P .V // by

�`;V .'1; : : : ; 'p/D
v^'1.v/^ � � � ^'p.v/

kvkpC1

for any v 2 ` n f0g.

Definition 6.2 The linear form Jup 2 .Efa1;apC1g/
�, defined by

Jup D .pC 1/!1�!pC1;

is called the pth unstable Jacobian.

Lemma 6.3 Given g 2 PSLd .R/ and a partial flag .`; V / 2 Ffa1;apC1g.R
d /,

g��g`;gV D exp
�
�Jup

�
bfa1;apC1g.g; .`; V //

��
�`;V :

Proof This is an explicit computation using (4-6) and the definition of �`;V .

Indeed, whenever '1; : : : ; 'p 2 hom.`; `?V / are linearly independent, for any v 2 `nf0g
the vectors fv; '1.v/; : : : ; 'p.v/g form a basis of V , and thus

g��g`;gV .'1; : : : ; 'p/

D�g`;gV .g'1; : : : ; g'p/

D
gv^ .g'1/.gv/^ � � � ^ .g'p/.gv/

kgvkpC1
D
gv^g.'1.v//^ � � � ^g.'p.v//

kgvkpC1

D
gv^g.'1.v//^ � � � ^g.'p.v//

v^'1.v/^ � � � ^'p.v/

v^'1.v/^ � � � ^'p.v/

kvkpC1
kvkpC1

kgvkpC1

D exp
�
!pC1.bfa1;apC1g.g; V //� .pC 1/!1.bfa1;apC1g.g; `//

�
�`;V :

6.2 Existence of a Ju
dΓ

–Patterson–Sullivan measure

Proposition 6.4 Under Assumption 6.1, there exists a .�.Γ/; Ju
dΓ
/–Patterson–Sullivan

measure on Ffa1;adΓg, which we will denote by ��.

Proof It follows from Rademacher’s theorem [20, Theorem 3.2] that �1� .@Γ/ has
a well-defined Lebesgue measure class (see [22, Section 3.2]), and that Lebesgue
almost every point �1� .x/ 2 �

1
� .@Γ/ has a well-defined tangent space. This defines a

.dΓC1/–dimensional vector subspace xdΓC1� 2 FfadΓC1g.R
d / such that

(6-1) T�1�.x/.�
1
� .@Γ//D hom.�1� .x/; x

dΓC1
� =�1� .x//:
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Consider the �–equivariant measurable map �� W �1� .@Γ/! Ffa1;adΓC1g.R
d / defined by

(6-2) ��.�
1
� .x//D .�

1
� .x/; x

dΓC1
� /:

We can then define a volume form on �1� .@Γ/ via

�1� .x/ 7!���.�1�.x//:

This form is defined Lebesgue almost everywhere and thus defines a Lebesgue measure
on �1� .@Γ/, which we will denote by ��. Lemma 6.3 implies directly that the pushforward
.��/��� is the desired measure.

6.3 When @Γ is a circle

Recall from Section 1 that we say that � is weakly irreducible if the vector space
span.�1� .@Γ// is the whole space.

Lemma 6.5 Under Assumption 6.1 together with weakly irreducibility of � and dΓD1,
one has that � is �'–irreducible for any .�.Γ/; '/–Patterson–Sullivan measure on
Ffa1;a2g.R

d /whose projection is absolutely continuous with the measure �� constructed
in Proposition 6.4.

Proof If this were not the case, there would exist .W0; P0/ 2 Ffad�2;ad�1g.R
d /

such that Ann.W0; P0/ would have full �'–mass; as � is projective Anosov we can
furthermore assume that P0 D �d�1� .x/ for some x 2 @Γ and thus the condition
�1� .y/� P0 only occurs for y D x.

Hence, since the projection of �' is absolutely continuous with respect to ��, one
has that, for �'–almost every �1� .x/ 2 �

1
� .@Γ/, the vector space x2� from Section 6.2

intersects W0.

Let us choose a scalar product � on Rd , and the induced distance function of P .Rd /.
Let us denote by ŒW0� the quotient vector space Rd=W0. It is a 2–dimensional vector
space and every line ` …W0 defines a line Œ`˚W0� in ŒW0�. Moreover, for every ı > 0,
the double quotient projection

� W f` 2 P .Rd / W †� .`;W0/ > ıg ! P .ŒW0�/;

defined by �.`/D ŒŒ`˚W0��, is Lipschitz.

We denote by Uı � �1� .@Γ/ the relative open subset defined by

Uı D f` 2 �
1
� .@Γ/ W †� .`;W0/ > ıg
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and consider the Lipschitz map �jUı W Uı ! P .ŒW0�/. Since, by assumption, for �'–
almost every �1� .x/ 2 �

1
� .@Γ/ the plane x2� intersects W0, one concludes from (6-1) that

�jUı has zero derivative ��–almost everywhere.

Since Lipschitz maps are absolutely continuous, and in particular satisfy the fundamental
theorem of calculus, we deduce that �j�1�.@Γ/ is constant. This implies that

�1� .@Γ/�W0˚ �
1
� .x/

for any x 2 @Γ, which contradicts the weak irreducibility assumption.

We can now prove Theorem A when dΓ D 1:

Corollary 6.6 Let Γ be a word-hyperbolic group such that @Γ is homeomorphic to a
circle. Let � W Γ! PGLd .R/ be a weakly irreducible a1–Anosov representation such
that �1� .@Γ/ is a Lipschitz curve. Then

a1 2 Q�.Γ/:

Proof Note that a1 D Ju1 is the first unstable Jacobian. Since �1� .@Γ/ is a Lipschitz
circle, it has Hausdorff dimension 1, and thus Corollary 1.1 implies that ha1� � 1.

On the other hand, Proposition 6.4 provides a .�.Γ/; Ju1/–Patterson–Sullivan measure
�Ju1 on Ffa1;a2g.VR/ that projects to the Lebesgue measure on �1� .@Γ/. Since � is
weakly irreducible, Lemma 6.5 implies that it is �Ju1–irreducible, thus Theorem 5.14
applies to give

a1 D Ju1 2D�.Γ/:

This is to say, h�.a1/� 1.

Before proceeding to arbitrary dΓ we record a direct consequence of Corollary 6.6. Let
us say that � is coherent if the first root arising in span.�1� .@Γ// is a1.

Corollary 6.7 Let Γ be a word-hyperbolic group such that @Γ is homeomorphic to
a circle. Let � W Γ! GK be an a–Anosov representation and assume there exists a
proximal , real representation ƒ W GK! PGL.VR/ with first root a such that ƒ ı � is
coherent. Then

a 2 Q�.Γ/:

6.4 When @Γ has arbitrary dimension

Recall that a subgroup � �PGL.VK/ is strongly irreducible if any finite-index subgroup
acts irreducibly. It is well known that this is equivalent to the fact that the connected
component of the identity of the Zariski closure of � acts irreducibly on Kd .
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We will need the following lemma (which does not require Assumption 6.1):

Lemma 6.8 Let � W Γ! PGLd .R/ be a strongly irreducible a1–Anosov representation ,
and assume that there exists p 2 ŒŒ1; d � 1�� and a measurable �–equivariant section
� W @Γ! Ffa1;apg.R

d /. Then � is �'–irreducible for any .�.Γ/; '/–Patterson–Sullivan
measure on F‚.Kd /:

Proof Otherwise, we would be able to find a subspace W0 2 Ffad�pg.R
d / such that

for almost every7 �1� .x/ 2 �
1
� .@Γ/ one has �.x/p \W0 ¤ f0g. Since � is �–equivariant,

we would find a p–dimensional subspace V such that, for every  2 Γ,

�./V \W0 ¤ f0g:

This implies that for every g in the Zariski closure of �.Γ/ it holds that dimgV \W0�1.
The contradiction comes from Labourie [35, Proposition 10.3]: if G is an algebraic
subgroup of SL.n;R/, C 2 Gk.Rd /, B 2 Gd�k.Rd / and dim.gC \B/� 1 for every
g 2 G, then the connected component of the identity of G is not irreducible.

We can now prove Theorem A for arbitrary dΓ.

Corollary 6.9 Under Assumption 6.1 together with strong irreducibility of �,

JudΓ 2 Q�.Γ/:

Proof Since �1� .@Γ/ is a Lipschitz sphere it has Hausdorff dimension dΓ, and thus
Corollary 1.1 implies that h�.JudΓ/ � 1. Proposition 6.4 guarantees the existence of
a .�.Γ/; Ju

dΓ
/–Patterson–Sullivan measure. Moreover, the equivariant map from (6-2)

allows us to apply Lemma 6.8, and thus we have the hypothesis of Theorem 5.14.
Consequently, h�.JudΓ/� 1.

7 .1; 1; p/–hyperconvex representations and a C1–dichotomy
for surface groups

In this section we will consider projective Anosov representations whose image of the
boundary map is a C1–submanifold. In the second part of the section we will prove
Corollary 7.8, providing a C1–dichotomy for surface groups.

7This is with respect to the pushed-forward measure ���' , where � W Ffa1;apg.R
d /! P .Rd / consists

of forgetting the pth coordinate.
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7.1 .1; 1; p/–hyperconvex representations

Definition 7.1 We say a fa1; apg–Anosov representation � W Γ!PGLd .R/ is .1; 1; p/–
hyperconvex if, for every pairwise distinct x; y; z 2 @Γ, the sum

�1.x/C �1.y/C �d�p.z/

is direct.

Example 7.2 Zariski-dense hyperconvex representations can be obtained by deforming
Sk ı �, where Sk denotes the kth symmetric power and � W Γ! PO.1; p/ is the inclusion
of a cocompact lattice; see Pozzetti, Sambarino and Wienhard [39, Corollary 7.6].

Hyperconvex representations were introduced by Labourie [35] for surface groups, and
further studied by Zhang and Zimmer [48] when the boundary of Γ is topologically a
sphere and by Pozzetti, Sambarino and Wienhard [39] for arbitrary hyperbolic groups.
In both [39, Proposition 7.4] and [48, Theorem 1.1] one finds:

Theorem 7.3 Assume that @Γ is topologically a sphere of dimension p � 1 and let
� W Γ! PGLd .R/ be a .1; 1; p/–hyperconvex representation. Then �1� .@Γ/ is a C1–
sphere.

Theorem A then gives:

Corollary 7.4 Assume that @Γ is topologically a sphere of dimension p� 1 and let
� W Γ! PSLd .R/ be strongly irreducible and .1; 1; p/–hyperconvex. Then h�.Jup/D 1.

Remark 7.5 This generalizes Potrie and Sambarino [38, Corollary 7.1]. Observe
however that, since the limit set �1.@Γ/ is a C1–submanifold of P .Rd /, the arguments
of [38] adapt directly to give a version of Corollary 7.4 without requiring strong
irreducibility.

Theorem 7.6 (Glorieux, Monclair and Tholozan [25]) Let � W Γ! PGLd .R/ be an
a1–Anosov representation that preserves a properly convex domain. Then

2h�.!1C!d�1/� dimHff..�
1; �d�1/.@Γ//;

where .�1; �d�1/ W @Γ! P .Rd /�P ..Rd /�/.

As an application of Corollary 7.4 we show that, for .1; 1; p/–hyperconvex representa-
tions with p < d � 1, such a bound can never be achieved:
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Proposition 7.7 Assume that @Γ is topologically a sphere of dimension p� 1 and let
� W Γ! PGLd .R/ be strongly irreducible and .1; 1; p/–hyperconvex. If p <d �1, then

2h�.!1C!d�1/ < .1� "/.p� 1/;

where " > 0 only depends on the fa1; apg–Anosov constants of �.

Proof Since p < d � 1 the functional � 2 E� given by

� D
!p �!1

p� 1
�
!d�1�!1

d � 2

is nonzero. Moreover observe that, for every v 2 EC,

�.v/�
d �p� 1

d � 2
ap.v/:

Since � is ap–Anosov, the last computation implies ker� \L�.Γ/ D f0g. This is to say
that � 2 .L�.Γ//�, in particular � has a well-defined entropy h�.�/ 2 .0;1/. Then

h�

�
p� 1

d � 2
..d � 1/!1�!d�1/

�
D h�.J

u
p�1C .p� 1/�/�

h�.�/

h�.�/Cp� 1
;(7-1)

where the equality comes from the equality between the corresponding linear forms
and the inequality follows from Lemma 5.6 together with Corollary 7.4 stating that
h�.J

u
p�1/D 1.

Finally, observe that

1
2
.p�1/.!1�!d�1/D

1

2

�
p�1

d �2
..d �1/!1�!d�1/C

p�1

d �2
..d �1/!d�1�!1/

�
D

1
2

�
Jup�1C.p�1/�C.J

u
p�1C.p�1/�/ı i

�
;

where i W E! E is the opposition involution. Together with (7-1) and Lemma 5.6, this
yields

2

p�1
h�.!1�!d�1/� 2

h�.J
u
p�1C .p� 1/�/h�

�
.Jup�1C .p� 1/�/ ı i

�
h�.J

u
p�1C .p� 1/�/C h�

�
.Jup�1C .p� 1/�/ ı i

�
D h�.J

u
p�1C .p� 1/�/�

h�.�/

h�.�/Cp� 1
< 1;

since entropy is i–invariant.

To conclude the proof we observe that the functional � belongs to the Anosov–Levi
space of every fa1; apg–Anosov representation. Its entropy thus varies continuously
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(Theorem 5.12), and hence
� 7!

h�.�/

h�.�/Cp� 1

is bounded away from 1 on compact subsets of Xfa1;apg.Γ;PGLd .R//.

C1–dichotomy

Now we prove the C1–dichotomy announced in Section 1. As we will later see (Sections
9 and 10) there are many projective Anosov representations of surface groups where
the image of the boundary map is Lipschitz. However, when we embed the surface
group into PSL2.R/ and look at small deformations of representations

Γ! PSL2.R/
R
�! PSLd .R/;

where R satisfies additional proximality assumptions ensuring that the representation
is fa1; a2g–Anosov, then the image of the boundary map is never Lipschitz.

Recall that g 2 PGLd .R/ is proximal if the generalized eigenspace associated to its
greatest eigenvalue (in modulus) has dimension 1. A representation R WG! PGLd .R/

of a given group G is proximal if its image contains a proximal element.

Corollary 7.8 Let R W PSL2.R/! PSLd .R/ be a (possibly reducible) proximal rep-
resentation such that

V2
R is also proximal. Let S be a closed connected surface of

genus � 2 and let �0 W �1S ! PSL2.R/ be discrete and faithful. Then we have the
following dichotomy:

(i) If the top two weight spaces of R belong to the same irreducible factor , then for
every small deformation � W �1S ! PSLd .R/ of R�0 the curve �1� .@�1S/ is C1.

(ii) Otherwise , for every weakly irreducible small deformation � W �1S ! PSLd .R/

of R�0 the curve �1� .@�1S/ is not Lipschitz.

Proof By the proximality assumptions on R, the representation

� WDR�0 W �1S ! PSLd .R/

is fa1; a2g–Anosov: indeed, PSL.2;R/ has rank one. This implies, on the one hand,
that the discrete and faithful representation �0 is Anosov, and on the other hand that
the composition of �0 with any proximal representation is a1 Anosov.

Furthermore, if the first two weights of R belong to the same irreducible factor, the
representation � is also .1; 1; 2/–hyperconvex [39, Proposition 6.16]. Hyperconvexity
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is an open property in X.�1S;PSLd .R// (Pozzetti, Sambarino and Wienhard [39]) and
thus Theorem 7.3 implies that every small deformation of � has C1 limit set.

If instead the two top weights ofR belong to different irreducible factors, then it follows
from the representation theory of SL2.R/ that

h�.a1/D h�.J
u
1/D 2:

Note that the entropy of Ju1 is continuous on Xfa1;a2g.�1S;PSLd .R//; see Theorem 5.12.
In particular there exists a neighborhood U of � such that h�.Ju1/ > 1 for every � 2 U.
Theorem A implies that no weakly irreducible representation in U can have Lipschitz
limit set.

The regular case, Corollary 7.8(i), is inspired by Labourie [35], who treated the case (of
arbitrary deformations) of the irreducible representations, and was proven in Pozzetti,
Sambarino and Wienhard [39, Proposition 9.4]. The novelty of this paper is item (ii),
inspired by Barbot [1], who proved it for d D 3. We believe both items placed together
give a clearer picture.

It is easy to obtain similar results for other groups G by considering suitable linear
representations. On the other hand, the double proximality assumption is necessary:
the composition of a maximal representation not in the Hitchin component and the
irreducible linear representation of Sp.2n;R/ of highest weight wn is proximal, but its
second exterior power is not proximal. It is possible to check that no small Zariski-dense
deformation satisfies either (i) or (ii).

Along the same lines we can deduce that some natural Anosov representations of
hyperbolic lattices do not have Lipschitz boundary maps:

Corollary 7.9 Let Γ < PO.1; n/ be a lattice , n � 3 and �1 W Γ! PO.1;m/ strictly
dominated by the lattice embedding �0. Then , for any Zariski-dense small deformation
of �0˚ �n�11 , the limit set �1� .@Γ/ is not Lipschitz.

Examples of lattices Γ admitting such representations were constructed by Danciger,
Guéritaud and Kassel [17, Proposition 1.8].

8 Hp;q convex–cocompact representations

Generalizing work of Mess [37] and Barbot and Mérigot [3], Danciger, Guéritaud
and Kassel [16] introduced a class of representations called Hp;q–convex–cocompact.
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These form another interesting class of representations with Lipschitz boundary map
where Theorem A applies.

Let d D p C q with p; q � 1 and let Q be a symmetric bilinear form on Rd of
signature .p; q/. The subspace of P .Rd / consisting of negative definite lines is called
the pseudo-Riemannian hyperbolic space and denoted by

Hp;q�1
D
˚
` 2 P .Rd / WQj`nf0g < 0

	
:

The cone of isotropic lines is usually denoted by @Hp;q�1.

Instead of the original definition of convex–cocompactness, we recall the characteriza-
tion given by [16, Theorem 1.11]:

Definition 8.1 An a1–Anosov representation � W Γ! PO.p; q/ is Hp;q�1–convex–
cocompact if, for every pairwise distinct triple of points x; y; z 2 @Γ, the restriction
Qj�1�.x/˚�1�.y/˚�1�.z/ has signature .2; 1/.

When Γ0 is a cocompact lattice in SO.p; 1/, Hp;1–convex–cocompact representations
of Γ0 are usually referred to as AdS–quasi-Fuchsian groups. Barbot [2] proved that
these groups form connected components of the character variety X.Γ0; SO.p; 2// only
consisting of Anosov representations. In [23] Glorieux and Monclair prove that the limit
set of an AdS–quasi-Fuchsian group is never a C1–submanifold, except for Fuchsian
groups.

The following is well known and easy to verify; see for example Glorieux and Monclair
[24, Proposition 5.2].

Proposition 8.2 Assume that @Γ is homeomorphic to a .p�1/–dimensional sphere. If
� W Γ! PO.p; q/ is Hp;q–convex–cocompact , then �1� .@Γ/ is a Lipschitz submanifold
of @Hp;q�1.

Proof The space @Hp;q�1 admits a twofold cover that splits as Sp�1 �Sq�1. It is
immediate to verify that, since for every pairwise distinct triple .x; y; z/ 2 @Γ we have
that Qj�1�.x/˚�1�.y/˚�1�.z/ has signature .2; 1/, each one of the two lifts of �1� .@Γ/ to
Sp�1�Sq�1 is the graph of a 1–Lipschitz function f W Sp�1! Sq�1, and, as such, is
a Lipschitz submanifold of @Hp;q�1.

Theorem A then yields:
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Corollary 8.3 Assume that @Γ is homeomorphic to a .p�1/–dimensional sphere and
let � W Γ! PO.p; q/ be Hp;q�1–convex–cocompact. Then

� for p D 2 and � weakly irreducible , h�.Ju1/D 1;

� for p � 3 and � strongly irreducible , h�.Jup�1/D 1.

One concludes the following upper bound for the entropy of the spectral radius inspired
by Glorieux and Monclair [24].

Corollary 8.4 Assume that @Γ is homeomorphic to a .p�1/–dimensional sphere and
let � W Γ! PO.p; q/ be Hp;q�1–convex–cocompact. Then

� for p D 2 and � weakly irreducible , h�.!1/� 1;

� for p � 3 and � strongly irreducible , h�.!1/� p� 1.

Proof Assume first that p � q and note that, for every g 2 PO.p; q/,

.!p �!1/.�.g//D �2.g/C � � �C�p.g/� 0:

By definition, Jup�1 D p!1�!p, and thus

h�.!1/

p� 1
D h�..p� 1/!1/� h�.J

u
p�1/D 1

by Corollary 8.3. The only difference in the case where q <p is that Jup�1Dp!1�!q ,
but the same argument applies verbatim.

The entropy for the first fundamental weight has a particular meaning for projective
Anosov representations into PO.p; q/, notably for q � 2. Fix o 2Hp;q�1 and consider

So D fW <Rd W o�W; dimW D q and QjW is negative definiteg:

This is a totally geodesic embedding of the symmetric space Xp;q�1 of PO.p; q� 1/
in the symmetric space Xp;q .

Given a projective Anosov representation � W Γ! PO.p; q/ one defines the open subset
of Hp;q�1

�� D fo 2Hp;q�1
WQ.o; �1� .x//¤ 0 for all x 2 @Γg:

Carvajales [13] shows that, assuming �� ¤∅, for every o 2�� one has

lim
t!1

log #f 2 Γ W dXp;q .S
o; �./So/g

t
D h�.!1/;

and provides an asymptotic for this counting function; see [13, Theorem A].
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When � is also Hp;q�1–convex–cocompact, Glorieux and Monclair [24, Section 1.2]
introduce a pseudo-Riemannian critical exponent ı�, and show, in particular, that

ı� � p� 1

[24, Theorem 1.2]. Carvajales proves [13, Remarks 6.9 and 7.15] that ı� D h�.!1/, so
Corollary 8.4 provides a different proof of [24, Theorem 1.2] when Γ is assumed to
have boundary homeomorphic to a .p�1/–dimensional sphere.

We finish the section with a direct application of Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 8.3 allowing
us to get a bound for the Riemannian critical exponent. We use freely the notation from
Remark 5.5.

Consider a representation ƒ W PO.p; 1/! PO.p; q/ such that its image stabilizes a
.pC1/–dimensional subspace V of Rd where QjV has signature .p; 1/. Endow the
symmetric space Xp;q with a PO.p; q/–invariant Riemannian metric such that the
totally geodesic copy of Hp in Xp;q induced by ƒ has constant curvature �1. In
particular, if � W Γ ! PO.p; 1/ is the lattice embedding, hXƒı� D p � 1. We show
that this is an upper bound for any strongly irreducible, Hp;q�1–convex–cocompact
representation:

Proposition 8.5 Assume that @Γ is homeomorphic to a .p�1/–dimensional sphere ,
and let � W Γ! PO.p; q/ be strongly irreducible and Hp;q�1–convex–cocompact. Then

hX� � p� 1:

Proof In view of Theorem 5.4 (or more precisely Remark 5.5), it suffices to recall
that D�.Γ/ is convex (Proposition 5.3) and that, by Corollary 8.3,

Jup�1 2 Q�.Γ/:

See Potrie and Sambarino [38, Section 1.1] for more details.

9 Maximal representations

An important class of representations that are in general only Anosov with respect to
one maximal parabolic subgroup but admit boundary maps with Lipschitz image are
maximal representations into Hermitian Lie groups. In this case the Lipschitz property
for the image of the boundary map is a consequence of a positivity/causality property
of the boundary map. We first describe the causal structure on the Shilov boundary
of a Hermitian symmetric space of tube type, introduce the notion of a positive curve
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and show that the image of any positive curve (that is not necessarily equivariant with
respect to a representation) is a Lipschitz submanifold. We then show how this applies
to maximal representations and allows us to prove Theorem 9.8, the main result of this
section. We also deduce consequences for the orbit growth rate on the symmetric space.

9.1 Causal structure and positive curves

Let GR be a simple Hermitian Lie group of tube type. Examples to keep in mind are
the symplectic group GR D Sp.2n;R/ or the orthogonal group GR D SO0.2; n/. The
Shilov boundary {S of the bounded domain realization of the symmetric space associated
to GR is a flag variety GR= {P , where {P is a maximal parabolic subgroup determined
by a specific simple root fLag. In the first of our main examples, GR D Sp.2n;R/, the
parabolic subgroup {P in question is the stabilizer of a Lagrangian subspaceL2L .R2n/

so LaD an, and in the second, GR D SO0.2; n/, {P is the stabilizer of an isotropic line
l 2 Is1.R2;n/, so LaD a1.

In general, for a simple Hermitian Lie group of rank n, there is a special set of n strongly
orthogonal roots b1; : : : ; bn of the complexification gC; see [29, pages 582–583]. The
set of strongly orthogonal roots give rise to a (holomorphic) embedding of a maximal
polydisk. If the symmetric space is of tube type, the simple root La is the smallest
strongly orthogonal root La D bn. All the other strongly orthogonal roots are of the
form bi D bnC', where ' 2 E� is nonnegative on the Weyl-chamber. We record the
following for later use:

Lemma 9.1 Let a 2 EC. Then La.a/DminiD1;:::;n bi .a/.

For Hermitian groups of tube type, the Shilov boundary carries a natural causal structure:
for every p 2 {S there is an open convex acute cone Cp � Tp {S , which we now define.

Recall that GR= {P can be identified as the space of parabolic subgroups of GR that
are conjugate to {P . Let us fix a point Lp D {P 2 {S , which one should think of as a
point at infinity. Then, at any point p D P 2 {S that is transverse to Lp, ie such that the
parabolic groups P and {P are opposite, the tangent space Tp {S is identified with the
Lie algebra Ln of the unipotent radical of {P , and the cone Cp is an open convex acute
cone {C � Ln, invariant under the action of the connected component of P \ {P .

In the case of Sp.2n;R/ this is the cone of positive definite symmetric matrices, and in
the case of SO0.2; n/ it is the cone of vectors with positive first entry that are positive
for the induced conformal class of Lorentzian inner products on TP Is1.R2;n/.
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This invariant cone {C � Ln in fact also gives rise to the notion of maximal triples in {S
via the exponential map. A triple .P;Q; {P / is said to be maximal if there exists an
s 2 {C such that QD exp s �P . Extending this by the action of G leads to a notion of
maximal triples in {S , which actually coincides exactly with those triples which have
maximal (generalized) Maslov index as introduced by Clerc and Ørsted [14].

Definition 9.2 Let {S be the Shilov boundary of a Hermitian symmetric space of tube
type. A curve � W S1! {S is positive if the image of any positively oriented triple is a
maximal triple.

Proposition 9.3 Let � W S1 ! {S be a positive curve. Then �.S1/ is a Lipschitz
submanifold of {S .

Proof Note that whenever we pick two points p1DP1 and p2DP2 on the image of � ,
the image �.S1/ can be covered by the two charts consisting of parabolic subgroups
that are transverse to p1 and p2, respectively.

In any of these charts the inverse image of �, under the exponential map

ni ! GR=Pi ; s 7! exp.s/ {Pj ;

gives a map N� W R ! ni such that, for every t1 < t2, we have that N�.t2/ � N�.t1/ is
contained in the open convex acute cone {C . It then follows (see for example Burger,
Iozzi, Labourie and Wienhard [10, Lemma 8.10]) that the restriction of N� to any bounded
interval has finite length. As a result, �.S1/ � {S is rectifiable. It is thus possible to
reparametrize S1 so that � is a Lipschitz map.

Remark 9.4 We did not assume that the positive map is equivariant with respect to a
representation. This will be important in Section 10, where we will apply Proposition 9.3
in this generality.

9.2 Maximal representations

Let G denote a Hermitian semisimple Lie group and let Γ denote the fundamental group
of a closed hyperbolic surface S . We consider representations � WΓ!G that are maximal,
in the sense that they maximize the Toledo invariant, whose definition was recalled in
Section 1. Important for us is that they can be characterized in terms of boundary maps:

Theorem 9.5 (Burger, Iozzi and Wienhard [12, Theorem 8]) A representation
� W Γ! G is maximal if and only if there exists a continuous , �–equivariant , positive
map � W @Γ! {S .
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In order to apply Corollary 6.7 we need to verify some weak irreducibility assumptions.
Let us first treat the case when the Zariski closure of �.Γ/ is simple.

Corollary 9.6 Let G be a simple Hermitian Lie group of tube type and let La be the
root associated the Shilov boundary of G. If � W Γ! G is a Zariski-dense maximal
representation , then

La 2 Q�.Γ/;

or equivalently h�.La/D 1.

Proof The proof follows from Corollary 6.7 and Proposition 9.3 by considering the
representation ƒ La from Proposition 4.4.

In the remainder of this section we show how the case of maximal representations
with semisimple target group that are not necessarily Zariski-dense can be reduced to
Corollary 9.6. To this end we will use a result from Burger, Iozzi and Wienhard [11]
describing the Zariski closure H of a maximal representation: H splits as H1� � � � �Hn,
each factor is Hermitian, and the inclusion in H! G is tight. In the following we will
not need the definition of a tight homomorphism, and therefore refer the interested
reader to [11, Definition 1].

The following lemma will then be useful:

Lemma 9.7 Let G be a classical simple Hermitian Lie group of tube type and consider
a tight embedding � WHDH1�� � ��Hn! G. If we denote by �� W ECH ! ECG the induced
map , then

LaG ı �� Dmin
i
LaHi :

Proof Denote by � W h1˚ � � � ˚ hn! g the associated Lie algebra homomorphism.
Let Ei be a Cartan subspace of Hi and EG a Cartan subspace of G such that �.Ei /� EG.

As � is tight and G is classical, the classification of Hamlet and Pozzetti [28] applies and
gives that we have an orthogonal decomposition EG D B1˚ � � �˚Bk such that �jLEi

is a direct sum of maps �i W Ei ! Bi . Furthermore, there are only a few possibilities for
the linear map �i . If Hi has rank greater than one, then Bi D E

mi
i for some mi and �i

is a diagonal inclusion; if instead Ei is one-dimensional, or equivalently Hi Š PSL2.R/,
then �i is induced from a direct sum of nontrivial irreducible representations (of varying
degrees). It is easy to check that the subspace Bi is then the span of the real vectors
in p associated to the strongly orthogonal roots that do not vanish on �.Ei /. Setting
bi D minj;bj jEi¤0 bj , we have bi j�.Ei / D LaHi . And hence, with Lemma 9.1, we have
LaG Dmini .LaHi /.
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Theorem 9.8 Let G be a Hermitian semisimple Lie group such that all factors of G

that are of tube type are classical. Let � �� be the subset of simple roots associated to
the Shilov boundary of G. Then for every maximal representation � W Γ! G,

� � Q�.Γ/:

Proof If GDG1�� � ��Gn then {SD {S1�� � �� {Sn, and so �DfLaG1 ; : : : ; LaGng; see Burger,
Iozzi and Wienhard [11, Lemma 3.2(1)]. Furthermore � W Γ! G is maximal if and only
if all �i W Γ! Gi are maximal (see Burger, Iozzi and Wienhard [12, Lemma 6.1(3)]).
Therefore we can restrict to the case that G is simple.

Since every maximal representation factors through a representation into the normalizer
of a maximal tube type subgroup H<G (Burger, Iozzi and Wienhard [12, Theorem 5(3)]),
which is simple, has the same rank as G, and is such that LaG D LaH, we can restrict to
the tube type case as the limit set in {SG is contained in {SH and coincides with the limit
set in {SH. The maximal tube type domains are always classical Hermitian symmetric
spaces, except for the one exceptional Hermitian symmetric space of tube type.

If now � is not Zariski-dense, then the Zariski closure is reductive and of tube type, so
it is of the form H1 � � � � �Hn and the representations into Hi are Zariski-dense and
maximal. Therefore we have h�.LaHi /D 1 for all i . As the inclusion H1�� � ��Hn! G

is tight, the result follows from Lemmas 9.7 and 5.1.

9.3 Application to the Riemannian critical exponent

Any simple Hermitian Lie group G admits a diagonal embedding �� W SL2.R/! G,
which is equivariant with the inclusion of a diagonal disk in a maximal polydisk. We
say that a representation � W Γ! G is diagonal-Fuchsian if it has the form �D �� ı �0,
where �0 W Γ! SL2.R/ is the lift of the holonomy of a hyperbolization.

Let K� < G be the centralizer of the image of ��, which is compact. Then a diagonal
Fuchsian representation � can be twisted by a representation � W Γ!K�. We call the
corresponding representation �� W Γ!G a twisted diagonal representation. Observe that
the Riemannian critical exponent hX is constant on twisted diagonal representations (the
exact value hXdiag depends on the choice of the normalization of the Riemannian metric)

Proposition 9.9 Let Γ be the fundamental group of a closed surface and let � W Γ! G

be a maximal representation. Then hX� � h
X
diag.
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Proof Let b1; : : : ; bn be the set of strongly orthogonal roots for GC . It is immediate
to verify that the limit cone L�0.Γ/ of a representation �0 in the Fuchsian locus is
concentrated in the span of the vertex of the Weyl chamber

Pn
iD1 b

�
i , where b� is the

basis of E dual to fb1; : : : ; bng. We know from Corollary 9.6 that, for every �, the
growth rate h�.La/ equals 1. Thus, if we denote by .EC/� the cone of functionals that
are nonnegative on the Weyl chamber, we get that LaC .EC/� �D�.Γ/, and in particular
all the strongly orthogonal roots are in D�.Γ/. A simple computation shows that the
affine simplex determined by the strongly orthogonal roots meets the ray R

Pn
iD1 bi

orthogonally in a point (it is just the diagonal in a positive quadrant meeting the span
of the basis vectors), whose norm has to compute the Riemannian orbit growth rate of
any representation �0 in the Fuchsian locus: Q�0.Γ/ is the affine hyperplane orthogonal
to R

Pn
iD1 bi that contains La. Remark 5.5 concludes the proof.

Remark 9.10 When G is Sp.4;R/, or more generally SOı.2; n/, it follows from
Collier, Tholozan and Toulisse [15] that the bound is furthermore rigid: the equality is
strict unless � is equal to �0 up to a character in the compact centralizer of its image.

Note that for maximal representations into Sp.2n;R/, for n � 3, every connected
component of the space of maximal representations contains a twisted diagonal rep-
resentation. However for Sp.4;R/ there are exceptional components, discovered by
Gothen, where every representation is Zariski-dense; see Bradlow, García-Prada and
Gothen [8] and Guichard and Wienhard [26]. In these components it is easy to verify
that the bound we provide is sharp, despite not being achieved.

In the special case of the Hitchin component of Sp.2n;R/ the bound of Proposition 9.9
is never attained, as the irreducible representations provide a better bound that is
furthermore rigid; see Potrie and Sambarino [38].

10 ‚–positive representations

Throughout this section we will write

GD SO.p; q/;

with p < q. We consider the subset ‚D fa1; : : : ; ap�1g of the simple roots discussed
in Example 4.6 and denote by P‚ the corresponding parabolic group, by L‚ its Levi
factor and by U‚ its unipotent radical.
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The group G admits a ‚–positive structure as defined by Guichard and Wienhard [27].
This means that for every b 2‚ there exists an L0‚–invariant sharp convex cone cb in

ub D
X

a2†
C

‚

aDbmod Span.…n‚/

ga:

Here†C‚D†
CnSpan.…n‚/. For b2 fa1; : : : ; ap�2g, the space ub is one-dimensional

and the sharp convex cone cb D RC � R consists of the positive elements, while
uap�1 DRq�pC2 is endowed with a form qJ of signature .1; q�pC 1/ preserved by
the action of L0‚ D Rp�2 � SO0.1; q �pC 1/. The cone cap�1 consists precisely of
the positive vectors for qJ whose first entry is positive.

Following [27, Section 4.3] we denote by W.‚/ the subgroup of the Weyl group W
generated by the reflections f�ig

p�2
iD1 together with the longest element �p�1 of the

Weyl group Wap�1;ap of the subroot system generated by the last two simple roots.
W.‚/ is, in our case, a Weyl group of type Bp�1. We denote by w0‚ the longest
element of W.‚/, and choose a reduced expression w0‚ D �i1 � � � �il . Of course every
reflection �i appears at least once among the �ik . We consider the map

F�i1 ����il
W c0ai1

� � � � � c0ail
! U‚; .v1; : : : ; vl/ 7! exp.v1/ � � � exp.vl/:

The‚–positive semigroup UC‚ is defined as the image of the map F�i1 ����il , and doesn’t
depend on the choice of the reduced expression [27, Theorem 4.5].

A �–positive structure on G gives rise to the notion of a positive triple in G=P‚.

Definition 10.1 A pairwise transverse triple in .G=P‚/3 is ‚–positive if it lies in the
G–orbit of a triple of the form .F1; u �F1; F3/, where Stab.F3/D P‚, F1 is transverse
to F3 and u 2 UC‚ [27, Definition 4.6].

Remark 10.2 The stabilizer in SO0.1; q �pC 1/ of a vector v 2 cap�1 is compact.
As a result one readily checks that the stabilizer in G of a ‚–positive triple is compact.

Let Γg be the fundamental group of a hyperbolic surface. A representation � W Γg ! G

is ‚–positive if there exists a �–equivariant map @Γg ! G=P‚ sending positive triples
to ‚–positive triples [27, Definition 5.3]. Guichard, Labourie and Wienhard show
that every‚–positive representation is necessarily‚–Anosov [27, Conjecture 5.4], but
since the proof has not yet appeared in print, in this section we will freely add this last
assumption, and only discuss ‚–positive Anosov representations.
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Theorem 10.3 Let � W Γg ! SO.p; q/ be ‚–positive and ‚–Anosov. For every
1� k � p� 2 the representation

Vk
� is .1; 1; 2/–hyperconvex.

Proof We denote by � W @Γg! G=P‚ the ‚–positive continuous equivariant boundary
map, and by � i W @Γg! Isi .Rp;q/ the induced maps. Let .x; y; z/ 2 @3Γ be a positively
oriented triple. By assumption, �.y/D s � �.x/ for some element s in the positive semi-
group of the unipotent radical of the stabilizer of �.z/. In turn, s D exp.v1/ � � � exp.vl/
with vt 2 c0ait (recall that it 2 f1; : : : ; p� 1g).

We set d D pC q. It follows from [39, Proposition 8.11] that, in order to check thatVk
� is .1; 1; 2/–hyperconvex, it is enough to verify that the sum

�k� .x/C .�
k
� .y/\ �

d�kC1
� .z//C �d�k�1� .z/

is direct, or equivalently that the sum

�k� .x/C s � .�
k
� .x/\ �

d�kC1
� .z//C �d�k�1� .z/

is direct (recall that s belongs to the stabilizer of ��.z/). Without loss of generality we
can assume that the form Q defining the group SO.p; q/ is represented by

QD

0@ 0 0 K

0 J 0

Kt 0 0

1A ;
with

K D

0@ 0 0 .�1/p�1

0
::: 0

�1 0 0

1A and J D

0@0 0 1

0 �Idq�p 0

1 0 0

1A :
We can furthermore assume that �l.z/Dhe1; : : : ; eli and �l.x/Dhed ; : : : ; ed�lC1i, so
that �k.x/\�d�kC1.z/D ed�kC1. In order to check that the representation is .1; 1; 2/–
hyperconvex, we only have to verify that, given s as above, writing s �ed�kC1D

P
˛iei ,

the coefficient ˛d�k never vanishes. We claim that such coefficient is just
P
itDk

vt >0.
Indeed, by construction, if vt 2 c0am with m 2 f1; : : : ; p� 2g, then exp.vt / 2 SO.p; q/
differs from the identity only in the positions .t; t C 1/ and .d � t; d � t C 1/ where it
is equal to vt (see [27, Section 4.5]), while if vt 2 c0ap�1 ,

exp.vt /D

0BBBB@
Idp�2 0 0 0 0

0 1 vt qJ .v/ 0

0 0 Idq�pC2 Jv 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 Idp�2

1CCCCA :
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In particular, we deduce from [39, Proposition 7.4]:

Corollary 10.4 Let � W Γg! SO.p; q/ be‚–positive Anosov. For every 1� k � p�2
the image of �k� .@Γ/ is a C1 submanifold of Isk.R

p;q/.

Proof Since
Vk

� is .1; 1; 2/–hyperconvex, by [39, Proposition 7.4] its limit set is a
C1 submanifold of P .

Vk Rp;q/. Since the inclusion
Vk
W Isk.R

p;q/! P .
Vk Rp;q/ is

analytic, and the limit set of
Vk

� is the image under this inclusion of the limit set of �,
the result follows.

We now turn to the proof of the last statement in Theorem D. Instead of directly
verifying that the map �p�1� has Lipschitz image, we will study properties of the map
�
‚0
� W @Γg ! G=P‚0 , where

‚0 D fap�2; ap�1g:

The flag manifold G=P‚0 consists of nested pairs of isotropic subspaces of dimension
p� 2 and p� 1.

Proposition 10.5 Let � W Γg! SO.p; q/ be ‚–positive Anosov. The image of the map
�
‚0
� W @Γg ! G=P‚0 is a Lipschitz submanifold of G=P‚0 .

Proof Fix a point z2@Γ and assume without loss of generality that �k� .z/Dhe1; : : : ; eki.
We denote by A�G=P‚0 the set of points transverse to �p�2;p�1� .z/. We will show that
the image of �‚0� j@Γnfzg is a Lipschitz submanifold of A. Denote by Ap�2 �G=Pap�2

the set of isotropic subspaces of dimension p�2 transverse to �p�2� .z/Dhe1; : : : ; ep�2i,
by Zp�1 the .p�1/–isotropic subspace Zp�1 WD �

p�1
� .z/ D he1; : : : ; ep�1i and by

Z?p�1 its orthogonal with respect to the form Q defining SO.p; q/. Observe that we
have a smooth map

A 7!Ap�2 � Is1.Z
?
p�2=Zp�2/; .Yp�2; Yp�1/ 7! .Yp�2; ŒYp�1\Z

?
p�2�/;

whose image is the product of Ap�2 with the set IZ of isotropic lines transverse to the
image of Z?p�1. Indeed, for every pair .Yp�2; v/ 2Ap�2� IZ , the subspace vCZp�2
has dimension p�1 and dim..vCZp�2/\Y ?p�2/D 1 as Y ?p�2 andZp�2 are transverse.
We then have Yp�1 D Yp�2C ..vCZp�2/\Yp�2/.

Denote by �Z W@Γnfzg! IZ the composition of the map �p�2;p�1 and the projection to
the second factor in the product decomposition. The formQ induces a form of signature
.2; q � pC 2/ on Z?p�2=Zp�2, which gives rise to the notion of positive curves (as
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introduced in Section 9). We claim that �Z is a positive curve. This amounts to showing
that if .x; y; z/ 2 @Γ is positively oriented then �Z.y/D sZ�Z.x/ for some positive
element sZ in the unipotent radical of the stabilizer of ŒZp�1� 2 Is1.Z

?
p�2=Zp�2/.

Since the representation � is ‚–positive we know that �.y/ D s � �.x/ for some
element in the positive semigroup UC‚ and, as in the proof of Theorem 10.3, we
can write s D exp.v1/ � � � exp.vl/ with vt 2 c0ait . Observe that, for every vt 2 c0ˇit

,
exp.vt / induces an element exp.vt /Z in the unipotent radical of the stabilizer of
ŒZp�1� 2 Is1.Z

?
p�2=Zp�2/, and the element exp.vt /Z is trivial unless ˇit D ap�1, in

which case exp.vt /Z belongs to the positive semigroup of the unipotent radical of
the stabilizer of ŒZp�1�. As at least one of the vt in the decomposition of s belongs
to such a subgroup, we deduce that �Z is positive, as we claimed. It follows from
Proposition 9.3 that �Z.@Γ n fzg/ is a Lipschitz submanifold of Is1.Z?p�2=Zp�2/.

As we know from Theorem 10.3 that �p�2 is a C1–curve, we deduce that the curve
�p�2;p�1 is Lipschitz, being the image of a monotone map between a C1–submanifold
and a Lipschitz submanifold.

10.1 The critical exponent on the symmetric space is rigid

Let �2p�1 WPO.1; 2/!PO.p; p�1/!PO.p; q/ be the composition of the irreducible
representation of dimension 2p� 1 with the standard embedding of PO.p; p� 1/ into
PO.p; q/. We call any representation � W Γ! PO.p; q/ which is the composition of a
Fuchsian representation with �2p�1 a .p; p�1/–Fuchsian representation.

Lemma 10.6 Let � W Γg ! PO.p; q/ be ‚–positive Anosov. The barycenter of the
affine simplex in E�‚ determined by fa1; : : : ; ap�2; "p�1g belongs to D�.Γ/;‚.

Proof Recall that, in the case of ‚–positive representations in PO.p; q/, the Levi–
Anosov subspace is E‚ WD ker.ap/. In particular, for every k � p� 2 we have that ak
belongs to the dual of E‚, and belongs to the boundary of D�.Γ/;‚ by Corollary 10.4.
Furthermore "p�1 D ap�1C ap belongs to D�.Γ/;‚, being the sum of a linear form
with entropy one (the form ap�1 has entropy one by Proposition 10.5) and a linear
form positive on the Weyl chamber (the root ap). In particular, the form corresponding
to the barycenter of the affine simplex they determine in E�‚ belongs to D�.Γ/;‚.

Theorem 10.7 Let Γ be the fundamental group of a surface and let � W Γ! PO.p; q/

be ‚–positive Anosov. Then hX� � h
X
�0

for any .p; p�1/–Fuchsian representation �0.

If equality is achieved at a totally reducible representation �, then � splits as W ˚V ,
where
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(1) W has signature .p; p�1/ and �jW has Zariski closure the irreducible PO.2; 1/

in PO.p; p� 1/,

(2) �jV lies in a compact group.

Proof The inequality follows from Lemma 10.6, together with the convexity of
D�.Γ/;‚, established by Theorem 5.12.

Assume now that � is a totally reducible representation such that equality holds. We
can assume that p � 3, as the result for p D 2 was proven by Collier, Tholozan and
Toulisse [15, Theorem 4].

Let G D �.�/Z be the Zariski closure. By definition, G is a real reductive group.
We consider G as an abstract group, and denote by ƒ W G! SO.p; q/ the inclusion
representation and by

� W g! so.p; q/

the associated Lie algebra morphism. Denote by aG a Cartan subspace of g.

Since hX� attains it maximal value, Theorem 5.12 forces the Quint indicator set Q�.Γ/;‚
to be the affine hyperplane of .E‚/� spanned by �. The strict convexity guaranteed
by Theorem 5.12 implies that G has real rank at most 2. Moreover, we have that
�.aG/D h.2.p� 1/; 2.p� 2/; : : : ; 2; 0/; .0; : : : ; 0; 1/i.

Denote by T D h�1� .@Γ/i the vector space spanned by the projective limit curve of �.
Since � is totally reducible, the action of �.Γ/, and hence that of G, on T is irreducible.

Fix a Weyl chamber aCG and let � 2 a�G be the highest weight of �.g/jT . Since � is
a1–Anosov, the attracting eigenvector of every element in �.Γ/, and hence of every
purely loxodromic element of G, is in V . We therefore conclude that, for every a 2 aCG ,

�.a/D �1.�.a//:

We denote by LG
� � aCG Benoist’s limit cone of �.Γ/ in G. As the representation � is

a2–Anosov, and thus LG
� avoids the only wall not orthogonal to the kernel of a1, there

exists a linear form � 2 a�G such that, for every a 2 LG
� ,

�.a/D a1.�.�.a///:

Furthermore, as � is .1; 1; 2/–hyperconvex, for every x 2 @Γ the 2–dimensional space
�a2.x/ lies in T , and therefore .���/.a/D�2.�.a//, which implies that � is a simple
root and �D .p� 1/�.
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For a weight  of the representation �.g/jT , or of an irreducible factor of �.g/jT? ,
denote by V  the associated weight space. We obtain from the description of �.aG/
that the weight spaces V ��i� for i 2 ŒŒ0; 2p�2�� are also 1–dimensional and contained
in T . The weight space decomposition of T thus has the form

T D

2p�2M
iD0

V ��i�˚V 0˚V q˚V �q;

where V 0 consists of vectors in the kernel of �.aCG / (except V ��.p�1/�) and V q

corresponds to the eigenvalue "p.�.�.a///. Here V 0 as well as V q and V �q could be
instead contained in T?, and therefore not appear in the decomposition.

Now let W denote the Weyl group of g. As the weight lattice of �jT is W –invariant,
and there is no other weight of �jT at distance p� 1 from the origin, we deduce that
W is reducible, and g splits as g1C g2. If � is the root associated to g1, we deduce
from the fact that V ���, and thus g�, is one-dimensional that g1 D sl.2;R/. As the
actions of g1 and g2 commute and the highest weight space for the restricted action of
g1 is one-dimensional, we furthermore deduce that g2 acts trivially on T . In particular,
T is an irreducible sl.2;R/–module of dimension 2p� 1 and the signature of T? of
the .p; q/–quadratic form preserved by so.p; q/ is thus either negative or .1; q �p/.
In the first case we conclude that �.g/jT? is compact, which is the desired result.

In order to conclude the proof we need to exclude the second case. We know from
Theorem 10.3 that for every 1� k � p� 2 and for every distinct x; y; z 2 @Γ the sum

�k.x/C .�k.y/\ �d�kC1.z//C �d�k�1.z/

is direct. With an inductive argument we deduce that, for every 1 � k � p � 2 and
for every  2 Γ, the kth eigenline belongs to T and therefore the Anosov map �
would be the boundary of a Fuchsian representation composed with an embedding of
PO.1; 2/! PO.p � 1; p/! PO.p; q/. However, such an embedding can never be
positive because it has noncompact centralizer (compare with Remark 10.2).
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